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Neil Oliver: We are kept in a permanent state of fear and uncertainty – one crisis after another
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As noted by historian and Scottish television presenter Neil Oliver in the video above, many feel

like they’re stuck in an “existential battle between good and evil.” Perhaps you feel this “creeping

malevolence” Oliver describes as well. We’re being hit with one crisis after another, but there’s

nothing “organic” or natural about these crises.

They seem manufactured and intentional. The question on everyone’s mind is “Why?” Why would

anyone intentionally create fear, destruction, hatred, misery and grief? To most people, such evil

is unimaginable, and therefore they don’t want to believe it’s being done. Yet here we are — on the

brink of world war.

Seeds of Hatred Are Being Purposely Sown

While the days of peace on earth have been few in the history of mankind, we’re now seeing an

escalation in hatred and calls for violence and outright murder are being actively encouraged.

Oliver points out that Meta, the parent company of Facebook and Instagram, has relaxed its hate

speech policies in certain countries — but only as long as the hatred is directed against Russians.

While hatred against an attacker is normal, one day, the designated target for “justiTable hatred”

may be you. One day, Meta may decide it’s OK to call for the death of all Christians. Or all Jews.

Or all white people (actually, they’ve already done that). Or all unvaccinated people (they did that

too). You get the gist.

So, the question is, do we continue to accept the idea of “justiTable hatred” — that it’s OK to hate

and call for violence against any one group? Especially when we know the target group is decided

by powers that ultimately seek to destroy us all?

As noted by Oliver, “We’re being manipulated as never before in history.” To refuse to

acknowledge that you’re being manipulated puts you in a very dangerous place, as

acknowledging that manipulation is taking place is the Trst step to develop resistance against it.

Right now, media, government and business leaders are fomenting hatred against Russian

citizens, and even people with Russian-sounding names, who have nothing to do with Putin’s

decision to go into Ukraine, and while it may feel “justiTable,” it’s dangerous in the extreme.

We just saw the same kind of rabid expressions of hatred against the unvaccinated less than a

year ago. All of this hatred plays right into the hands of the technocratic elite that needs chaos

and unrest in order to push their will on us. We simply must learn to resist these Pavlovian

responses.

Phase 2 of The Great Reset

While Oliver does not make this connection, it seems clear to me that the drums of war are part

and parcel of The Great Reset plan. The pandemic countermeasures and their devastating impact

on the world economy was Part 1. War is Part 2. An anonymous correspondent recently wrote

about this on WinterOak.org:

“Welcome to the second phase of the Great Reset: war. While the pandemic acclimatized

the world to lockdowns, normalized the acceptance of experimental medications,

precipitated the greatest transfer of wealth to corporations by decimating SMEs [small

and medium-sized businesses] and adjusted the muscle memory of workforce

operations in preparation for a cybernetic future, an additional vector was required to

accelerate the economic collapse before nations can ‘Build Back Better.’”

The article presents “several ways in which the current con^ict between Russia and Ukraine is the

next catalyst for the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset agenda, facilitated by an

interconnected web of global stakeholders and a diffuse network of public-private partnerships.”

Changes to Supply Chains and the Global Workforce

For starters, supply chains of all kinds are being disrupted at an unprecedented level and pace by

the war between Russia and Ukraine. Fuel shortages and in^ation are also taking off. The

anonymous author predicts that, as geopolitical tensions between the NATO alliance and the

Sino-Russia axis continue, “a second contraction may plunge the economy into stag^ation.”

Stag^ation  is an economic situation in which in^ation and unemployment rates are high while

economic growth slows. It’s a precarious dilemma for economic policy, because strategies that

help lower in^ation can also make unemployment worse. You can learn more about this in the

March 10, 2022, Conversation article, “Why Stag^ation Is an Economic Nightmare.”

“ Universal basic income is one planned strategy
that will create dependency. It will also ensure
we’re all equally poor and unable to threaten their
monopoly on power and wealth. This is what they
mean when they’re talking about making the world
‘fair and equitable.’”

“Another recession will compound global resource thirst, narrow the scope for self-su`ciency

and signiTcantly increase dependence on government subsidies,” the anonymous Winter Oak

writer states. Indeed, dependence on government is a clear goal of the global cabal pushing for

The Great Reset. How else can the get people to give up sovereignty over their own bodies and

lives?

Universal basic income is one planned strategy that will create dependency. It will also ensure

we’re all equally poor and unable to threaten their monopoly on power and wealth. This is what

they mean when they’re talking about making the world “fair and equitable.”

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

As noted in the Winter Oak article, a recurring theme in Klaus Schwab’s Fourth Industrial

Revolution is the merger of man and machine. Technologies and scientiTc innovations will

become extensions of our own bodies and minds. Augmented and cloud-connected humans are

at the center of the next-generation workforce.

“Those spearheading the Great Reset seek to manage geopolitical risk by creating new

markets which revolve around digital innovations, e-strategies, telepresence labor,

artiNcial intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, the Internet of Things and the Internet of

Bodies,” the anonymous writer notes.

“The breakneck speed in which AI technologies are being deployed suggest that the

optimization of such technologies will initially bear on traditional industries and

professions which offer a safety net for hundreds of millions of workers, such as farming,

retail, catering, manufacturing and the courier industries.”

Indeed, examples of jobs that are being, or will be, replaced by AI include factory workers,

telemarketers, bookkeepers, ad sales, customer support, receptionists, retail sales, cashiers,

certain media positions, couriers and delivery jobs, security jobs, fast food workers, taxi drivers,

farmers and certain medical jobs, including surgeons and lab technicians.

“While it has long been anticipated that the increased use of technology in the private

sector would result in massive job losses, pandemic lockdowns and the coming

disruption caused by a war will speed up this process, and many companies will be left

with no other option but to lay off staff and replace them with creative technological

solutions merely for the survival of their businesses,” the anonymous writer states.

Sustainable Development Goals Taking Center Stage

The Ukraine war is also reducing Europe’s reliance on Russian energy, thereby reinforcing the

urgency of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, a plan that is absolutely central to

The Great Reset. In lockstep with the Great Reset, policymakers around the world are using the

sanctions against the Russian energy sector to accelerate the transition to “green” energy.

On a side note, back in 2011, the HuffPost actually published an article debating whether nuclear

war might be helpful for reversing global warming.  And here we are in 2022, when war is being

used to push the “green” agenda forward. Is it a coincidence? Or has war always been part of the

plan?

According to HuffPost, NASA scientists had modeled the effects of war involving 100 Hiroshima-

level bombs, the equivalent of 0.03% of the global nuclear arsenal. The researchers concluded

that in such an event, “5 million metric tons of black carbon would be swept up into the lowest

portion of the atmosphere,” resulting in global cooling.

A “small-scale war” might lower the global temperature an average of 2.25 degrees F for two to

three years. Tropical areas might see a drop in temperature between 5.4 and 7.2 degrees F.

While the Green New Deal may sound attractive (who doesn’t want a pollution-free world?),

ultimately, it’s all about creating a control system in which the world’s resources are owned by the

richest of the rich, while the rest of the population can be controlled through the allocation of

those resources, including energy. As explained in the Winter Oak article:

“Under such an economic construct, asset holding conglomerates can redirect the Row

of global capital by aligning investments with the UN’s SDGs and conNguring them as

Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG) compliant so that new

international markets can be built on the disaster and misery of potentially hundreds of

millions of people reeling from the economic collapse caused by war.

Therefore, the war offers a huge impetus for the governments pushing the reset to

actively pursue energy independence, shape markets towards ‘green and inclusive

growth’ and eventually move populations towards a cap-and-trade system, otherwise

known as a carbon credit economy.

This will centralize power in the hands of stakeholder capitalists under the benevolent

guise of reinventing capitalism through fairer and greener means, using deceptive

slogans like ‘Build Back Better’ without sacriNcing the perpetual growth imperative of

capitalism.”

Food Shortages Are a Boon to Synthetic Food Industry

The war in Ukraine and the Russia’s decision to block exports of fertilizer and food crops will also

create food shortages, and this too plays right into the Great Reset plan. In recent years, we’ve

been urged by Great Reset front men like Bill Gates to stop eating real meat, and switch to

synthetic lab-grown meat instead. Of course, Gates is invested in these fake food technologies.

Making people reliant on patented synthetic food will beneTt the globalists in more ways than

one. People will get sicker, and hence more reliant on government aid. They’ll be dependent on

food produced by monopolies and hence easier to control. And, over time, as people forget how

to grow and raise food, the ability to control the global population will increase.

Sanctions Against Russia May Speed Up the Control Grid

Winter Oak also predicts that:

“Russia’s exclusion from SWIFT (The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunication) foreshadows an economic reset which will generate precisely the

kind of blowback necessary for corralling large swathes of the global population into a

technocratic control grid.

As several economists have opined, weaponizing SWIFT, CHIPS (The Clearing House

Interbank Payments System) and the U.S. Dollar against Russia will only spur geopolitical

rivals like China to accelerate the process of de-dollarization.

The main benefactor of economic sanctions against Russia appears to be China which

can reshape the Eurasian market by encouraging member states of the Shanghai

Cooperation Organization (SCO) and BRICS to bypass the SWIFT ecosystem and settle

cross-border international payments in the Digital Yuan.

While the demand for cryptocurrencies will see a massive spike, this is likely to

encourage many governments to increasingly regulate the sector through public

blockchains and enforce a multilateral ban on decentralized cryptocurrencies.

The shift to crypto could be the dress rehearsal to eventually expedite plans for

programmable money overseen by a federal regulator, leading to the greater accretion of

power in the hands of a powerful global technocracy and thus sealing our enslavement to

Nnancial institutions.

I believe this war will bring currencies to parity, therefore heralding a new Bretton Woods

moment which promises to transform the operation of international banking and

macroeconomic cooperation through the future adoption of central bank digital

currencies.”

As if on cue, the White House, March 9, 2022, issued an executive order on “Ensuring

Responsible Development of Digital Assets.”  According to this order, technological advances in

digital assets have “profound implications for the protection of consumers, investors, and

businesses, including data privacy and security; Tnancial stability and systemic risk; crime;

national security; the ability to exercise human rights; Tnancial inclusion and equity; and energy

demand and climate change.”

“Inconsistent controls” to defend against risks — which run the gamut from system integrity and

crime prevention to Tnancial inclusion and equity, and combating climate change and pollution —

now “necessitate an evolution and alignment of the United States Government approach to digital

assets.”

There’s also the potential for a cyber attack on critical banking infrastructure, which would result

in a global demand for increased cyber security. This, again, is precisely what the technocratic

elite want and need, as it would facilitate the introduction of digital identity and the surveillance

network that goes along with it.

The Rise of Global Technocracy

According to the Winter Oak author, the economic implications of the Ukraine war may be so

disastrous they may necessitate the Tnancial shortfall with injection of private capital, and this

“will effectively render the traditional separation of powers between central banking institutions

and governments obsolete.”

Central banks will then be in a position where they can disproportionally in^uence the economy

of entire nations, effectively undermining national sovereignty. In short, this situation would

enable a global technocracy to take over and monopolize the global decision-making process.

Fear Is the Tool of Tyrants

As noted by investigative journalist Whitney Webb in her March 2, 2022, article, “Ukraine and the

New Al Qaeda,”  the war in Ukraine appears to be the manifestation of a CIA “prophesy” pushed

over the past two years, which predicted that “a ‘transnational white supremacist network’ with

alleged ties to the Ukraine con^ict will be the next global catastrophe to befall the world as the

threat of COVID-19 recedes.”

In short, the Ukraine-Russia con^ict may be “the opening act for the newest iteration of the

seemingly endless ‘War on Terror,’” Webb writes. This, again, goes back to the technocrats’ need

to manufacture justiTcations for the implementation of a Great Reset.

They need us to live in fear, because a fearful people will willingly give emergency powers to

leaders, who in turn will take your rights away from you “for your own safety.” Over the past two

years, even our right to speak our minds has been taken from us, and people who counter the

o`cial narrative have been identiTed as “the No. 1 domestic terrorist threat.”

Our governments have turned neighbor against neighbor, parent against child and friend against

friend. Every time we give in and adopt their hateful rhetoric as our own, they win and we lose.

They win by pitting us against each other, because if we hate and Tght each other, we won’t hate

and Tght them — and they know it.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,848 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Dr. Mercola lays it out clearly: the destruction of supply chains, the energy sector, the food supply, and labor, to pass control to the

oligarchies and the Tnancial system. The fake pandemic has done a great service to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and the

technocratic elite's drive to control all of humanity. The war in Ukraine serves "justiTed hatred", for social, economic and military

confrontation, it serves the Great Reset. The coronavirus emerged from the Whuan lab and now conTrmed US bioweapons labs in

Ukraine are also coming into play, which they are trying to hide. In the second link the list of laboratories.

www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/who-told-ukraine-destroy-high-threat-pa..  (03/2022)

sharylattkisson.com/2022/03/list-of-ukraine-biolab-documents-reportedl..  (03/2022)

THE REAL REASONS WHY UKRAINE IS SO IMPORTANT TO BIDEN, CLINTON AND THEIR 'GLOBAL CRIME CABAL': UKRAINE IS THEIR

'LITTLE CRIME PLAYGROUND' WHERE THEIR DEVASTATING SECRETS ARE HIDDEN.

allnewspipeline.com/The_REAL_Reasons_Why_It_Is_So_Important_To_The_Glo..  (03/2022) BREAKING: HUNTER BIDEN FIRM

INVESTED IN COMPANY TIED TO UKRAINIAN BIOLABS 100percentfedup.com/breaking-hunter-biden-investment-Trm-invested-in-..

 (03/2022)  In the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the Trst nation to implement virtually all of the key hallmarks of

the World Economic Forum's (WEF) Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income (UBI), Social Chinese

style credit scores The country is transferring power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other
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Phase 2 of The Great Reset: War
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

We’re being hit with one crisis after another, but there’s nothing “organic” or natural about these crises. They seem manufactured and

intentional because they all strengthen, support and further the technocratic plan for a Great Reset

'

Meta, the parent company of Facebook and Instagram, has relaxed its hate speech policies in certain countries — but only as long as the

hatred is directed against Russians. While hatred against an attacker is normal, one day, the designated target for “justiTable hatred” may be

you

'

We cannot continue to accept the idea of “justiTable hatred” — that it’s OK to hate and call for violence against any one group — because the

target group of the day is decided by powers that ultimately seek to destroy us all

'

World war is Phase 2 of The Great Reset plan, which includes the destruction of supply chains, the energy sector, food supply and

workforce, to create dependency on government, which in turn will be taken over by private interests and central banks through the collapse

of the global economy

'

Pandemic lockdowns have sped up the Fourth Industrial Revolution — the transhumanist dream to merge man and machine, which will allow

the technocratic elite to control all of mankind — and disruptions caused by war will speed it up even further

'
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style credit scores The country is transferring power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other

Supranational organizations. rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)
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Putin has decided to invade Ukraine as an attempt to prevent NATO expansion on Russian borders. According to the Russian

president, this has been a growing threat to Russian security since a Ukrainian government was formed after an Obama-backed

coup in 2014. But the bottom of the invasion can be seen with an upcoming recession of the debt-based system, we can see this

through a plan designed in August 2019, just a few months before the pandemic, Blackrock instructed the Fed to to put money

into wholesale and retail hands when the time was right, this happened less than a month later and the maneuvers were acted

upon in what Blackrock called the "Going Direct". The plandemic was to act as a mask for the federal maneuvering that began in

March 2020 with the sudden creation of $3.5 trillion in reserves in just a few weeks.

Now “the pound and the dollar have already lost more than 99% of their value and they are only trying to eradicate the other 1%”

according to Ciummei, who says that “the end game is totalitarian control coupled with a Tnancial reset and currency. digital, so

there is a need for digital ID and digital passports. the debt-based system on the verge of collapse and a planned and imminent

Tnancial reset, which could turn to war in Ukraine could act as a Trojan horse for the Tnancial reset, the planned end.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/09/is-the-russia-invasion-of-ukraine-a-trojan-h..  (03/2022)
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These 26 bio-labs will be destroyed one by one. These labs will dismantled very carefully without any accidents and leakage.And

the message to Biden will be clear. Stop messing with Russia. Those before him who tried to play games with Russia paid the

price. But Biden is A Moron.He doesn't know Russia's thousand year history. It is not 400 year old America which was stolen from

its rightful owners and citizens, the Aboriginal Indians and Mexicans. Be careful mr. biden who you dealing with.
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The destruction of supply chains, the energy sector, the food supply, and labor, to pass control to the oligarchies and the Tnancial

system has been the program, the steady march forever. A big sell, a foundation to all we see is the elimination of traditional

methods of living centuries ago when the peasants were forced to turn the fruits of their labor over to city states, their armies &

'noble's.' Move to closer times & we have Trst the modern mechanical revolution throwing huge numbers of small independent

homestead families out to be "free" from the drudgery of homesteading, to become abused cheap labor in the cities, with their

former individual wealth, controlled by bigger Tsh.

Then came the chemical toxic farming to do more of the same in larger numbers. As the cities, then suburbs grew, the supply

lines & stability in societies shrank & this continues to feed an ever-growing level of general fear, or fear pumped up to Divide &

Conquer, to Control. All this is like the radioactive chain reaction. At some point it moves out beyond sustainable, controlled &

has to implode too then explode. In the end it is all up to us. We have to build the stability & supply lines at home, Locally. Little

too nothing is coming from those whose proven track record is one for you, two for me, one for you, three for me, nothing for you,

all for me.
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Gui; everything is Smoke and Mirrors these days. The Great Reset will continue to be rolled out; no matter what we say or do!

They have the support of the hoards of Masked Morons; who are still muzzled up - in spite of the fact that there is no longer a

mandate ordering them to do so! I had already predicted that this would be the case; and so did the globalists! This is the

greatest example of Irrational Fear that I have ever seen!
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Hi Gui and everyone, NOT getting a clear picture of what caused this move. Just like the lead-up to the Iraq war, Putin is being

painted as "a big bully" by Corporate mainstream media, he's a marked man, repeat of Saddam Hussain ? Where are those

weapons of mass distraction? And the WEF looks like they have jumped onboard to cause even more discord. - - - -  Putin had

been threatening to enter Ukraine for the past 15 years, and something Tnally triggered these actions. Here's an interesting

Corona Committee interview held March 18 with a hedge fund manager that delves into changes, causes and what may have

been occurring in Ukraine for the past 25 or 30 years (beyond those BSL-3 labs) that adds a level of missing information: Alex

Krainer, Everyone Must Make Everything His Business, Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, Viviane Fischer -

www.bitchute.com/.../zFlZbjIuOmCw
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Hi Gui, here's the complete Corona Committee session from March 18, "Everyone Must Make Everything His Business", maybe

you can access this. Alex's interview (the hedge fund manager) starts at about 1hr 5 min mark or shortly thereafter:

odysee.com/.../s96en:0
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It appears, Rose, you are not meant to get a clear picture of anything as part of the whole psyops agenda to divide, confuse and

deceive - thanks for reading my post on 14th of this month and appreciating my play on words re wmds as weapons of mass

deception. The point then as it is now is that weapons of war are not necessarily about guns, missiles and bombs but about

words or weapons of mass deception in the form of words. Odd that Saddam Hussein has cropped up in the conversation, as he

was dispatched on the pretext that he had weapons of mass destruction - a story about as credible as the steel from the World

Trade Centre melting when exposed to jet fuel.

But we know already, as oft repeated - truth is the Trst casualty of war and without lies, big ones, no communist, totalitarian,

eugenist, fascist, globalist regime can hope to succeed. The link you provided today has been blocked as containing “incitement

to hatred”.  The whole point of the Ukraine saga is that it is both a distraction from the unexplained “vaccine” deaths and

disablement, the shenanigans at Wastemonster defying its own mandates, Boris rushing through “laws” that remove human

rights etc, etc.

The Ukraine Tasco serves a role model for our new world order, with the helplessly naive population caught in the middle of it

while the thieves have their staged falling out. No Putin lover but he does have the right to complain about American funded labs

on his borders and Gates’s NATO but on the other hand he and Schwab were best buddies when Putin graduated from the young

globalist indoctrination school. Honour amongst thieves? I think not. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5772430
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Hi Cabochon, Thanks, your link is on target! Had been grousing for entire month we are not getting clarity, most info slanted and

besmirched by mainstream echo chamber. Who is scripting this? What was really on Hunter Biden's laptop? A few Tnancial guys

(independent enough to be able to talk) seem to be following this far more closely than the hapless and hopeless mainstream.

Biden is so lame as to be projecting a weak persona, yet another corporate puppet (or Manchurian candidate after Obama?)

Unfortunately, clarity is more easily afforded by retirees with time to investigate deeper.

And yes, more weapons of mass distraction, doubt this is the last. Why does Saddam come up again and again? Because

although his human rights issues were horrid, no weapons of mass destruction were ever found. Instead, Iraq had oil that several

western countries were salivating to gain control over. Slight of hand tricks to wage war? Or in this case, Putin's concerns

generally ignored; he felt outcast, obligated to handle growing threats on the border by himself!
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Thank you ZINOVIUS, I agree with you, Biden is building enemies and economic disaster for the US in his alliances against

Russia and in the past he has supported Ukraine, within a trade war of contradictory interests of American companies. Russia

puts its own people and industries Trst, while American politicians put Americans last. Consider that during the Cold War, with

Russia as the enemy of the United States, American companies made money by supplying vital technology, which was used to

build a war machine in the USSR… we are talking about deception, crime, treacherous actions.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/23/us-helps-build-russian-war-machine/  (03/23/2022)

The People's Republic of China has criticized the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) for provoking

Russia and President Vladimir Putin to invade Ukraine. In a Twitter thread, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying

cited several US news reports that she said supported her argument that President Joe Biden could have prevented the invasion

simply by ensuring that Ukraine would never be accepted by NATO. In another clip shared by Hua, Hawaii Rep. Tulsi Gabbard told

Tucker Carlson that the Biden administration actually wanted Russia to invade Ukraine so it could impose “draconian” sanctions

and increase defense spending.
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“China clearly sympathizes with the Russian prospects. China believes that it is the expansion of NATO and other threats from

the US and NATO that Tnally led Russia to defend its legitimate interests. In other words, I think China feels that Russia feels that

it is forced to do what it is doing,” said Tong Zhao, a senior fellow in the Nuclear Policy Program at the Beijing-based Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace. Hua went on to explain that if Ukraine were to become a NATO member, that would put US

and NATO troops "right at Russia's doorstep." The spokeswoman asked why Biden and NATO did not even try to ease the tension

between Russia and Ukraine. wearechange.org/they-actually-want-russia-to-invade-beijing-slams-bide..  (02/2022)

www.cnbc.com/2022/02/24/china-refuses-to-call-attack-on-ukraine-an-inv..  (02/2022)
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Thank you all, JUST, RANDY, ROSE and COBOCHON , for your interesting comments. Yes, technocracy and oligarchic interest

capitalism will be forced throughout the world. The founder of the EMF, Klaus Schwab, promised this with the rhetoric of the

“Great Reset”, which is materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is the globalist elite who are pumping

endless money to see this diabolical plan come to life. Humanity needs to Tght against the enslavement of the Great Reset. We

do not want to have owners who take away our freedom of thought and action.

We do not want the new landowners of big capital, the monopolies and the surveillance state, the technocratic forces and the

transhuman man. Europe and the world are going through a great crisis of values, a crisis that has several pillars and one of

great importance is the energy crisis. The invasion of Ukraine by Russia has put an end to almost a quarter of a century without

confrontation on the old continent. Despite the remoteness of the con^ict, the political, economic and social implications are

extensive. From a predictable increase in the price of some raw materials, such as wheat or corn, to a cataract of sanctions and

interrupted commercial ^ows.

Sanctioned Russian fertilizer and coal tycoon Andrey Melnichenko warns of a global food crisis if the con^ict in Ukraine does not

end soon. "The events in Ukraine are truly tragic," Melnichenko said in comments sent to MSN by his spokesman. “We urgently

need peace. As a Russian by nationality, a Belarusian by birth and a Ukrainian by blood, I feel great pain and disbelief seeing that

brotherly peoples Tght and die.”
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Melnichenko says that one of the "victims" of the crisis "will be agriculture and food," as Russia and Ukraine together supply key

components of the world's food supply. Since the invasion, the in^ationary pressure that was already strong throughout the

pandemic, has become even stronger. This allowed the media to lay the blame entirely on the invasion, hoping people would

forget about the plandemic, the 2008 collapse of the markets that was never really resolved, and over 100 years of private central

banking by the Federal Reserve. Now, we're all supposed to blame Putin for skyrocketing gasoline prices, rising food costs,

supply chain problems, shortages, and now a lack of fertilizer exports due to Western sanctions against Russia.

Wheat and corn prices continue to rise, as do fertilizer costs. Russia reportedly accounts for about 13 percent of the world's

production of potassium, phosphate and nitrogen, which are three key agricultural inputs needed for large-scale industrial

farming. www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/oligarch-who-founded-russia-s-largest-fer..  (03/2022) Russian First Deputy Prime

Minister Andrey Belousov announced that his country will need the fertilizer for itself, which could spell disaster for the rest of

the world that relies on these exports. Russia produces around two-thirds of all the world's fertilizers. This cut just before the

Northern Hemisphere planting season is likely to be devastating. At the time, fertilizer prices were already skyrocketing in the

United States and elsewhere due to Tat in^ation and other factors, including the Wuhan coronavirus supply chain issues.

tass.com/.../1396223  (02/2022)
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In addition, disruptions to agriculture in Ukraine are endangering the food system and the global supply chain. Ukraine's

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has been encouraging the country's farmers to plant as many Telds as they can in an effort to

protect the food supply. It's an important message from the world's largest exporter of sun^ower oil and the world's second

largest exporter of grains, but it seems increasingly impossible as the Russian invasion of the country progresses.

UkrLandFarming, one of the country's largest agricultural companies, said several of its company managers were killed in

Tghting in northern Ukraine and kyiv, and also reported losing more than 297,000 acres of land to the Russian invasion, which

which is equivalent to a third of their land portfolio.

Ukraine is home to one of the largest agricultural sectors in the world, selling its vegetable oil and grains not only in Europe but

also in Africa and Asia. The Russian invasion came at a crucial time for Teldwork, and the ongoing attacks are putting Ukraine's

food system, as well as the entire global supply chain, at risk. They have also had to close three of their egg farms. One, the

Chornobaivka near Kherson, is the largest egg farm in Europe. The company said 3.1 million laying hens are dying at the site.

Ukraine is home to one of the largest agricultural sectors in the world, selling its vegetable oil and grains not only in Europe but

also in Africa and Asia. The Russian invasion came at a crucial time for Teldwork, and the ongoing attacks are putting Ukraine's

food system, as well as the entire global supply chain, at risk.

agfax.com/2022/03/14/ukraine-planting-farmers-are-pushing-forward-wher..
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As the price of oil rises, so does the average price of gasoline in the United States. Instead of doing something to Tx the crisis,

the Biden administration continues to act as if Americans live in a fantasy world. Even Vice President Kamala Harris stepped

forward to promote the use of electric vehicles among all Americans. Harris may not be aware that the vast majority of

Americans can't afford a new electric vehicle right now. The price of wheat has continued to rise and the warning that the United

States and the rest of the world are headed for an unimaginable global food crisis is no longer an exaggeration.

www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/commodity-catastrophe-the-ukraine-war-h..  (03/ 2022)

All these developments can be exploited for the domination of globalist elites through a capitalism that is based on executive

bailouts, media manipulation and arbitrary intrusions of economic policies. It is increasingly based on technocracy, creating large

monopolies where the workforce is automated. The new power bloc is the amalgamation of big business, the wealthy

professional classes, elite-trained technocrats, and mass-mobilizing media. Capitalism and imperialism will advance through the

enzyme of the people who suffer from war, misery and hunger, destroying communities and local economies, undermining local

trade and production, exploiting work and repressing social solidarity.
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Some links of interest : 1.- A REALIST TAKE ON THE UKRAINE WAR. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5775063  (03/23/2022) 2.- NATO

IS A PROBLEM, NOT THE SOLUTION. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5775072  (03/23/2022) 3.- WHAT IS BLOCKING A

PEACE-AGREEMENT BETWEEN PUTIN AND ZELENSKY.

www.globalresearch.ca/what-blocking-peace-agreement-between-putin-zele..  (03/23/2022) 4.- WHY UKRAINE IS IMPORTANT

TO POWERFUL PEOPLE IN WASHINGTON: LARA LOGAN SETS THE RECORD STRAIGHT ON UKRAINE-RUSSIA.

www.globalresearch.ca/lara-logan-sets-record-straight-ukraine-russia/5..  (03/23/2022) 5.- TROUBLED IDEAS: A NUREMBERG

TRIBUNAL FOR PUTIN. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5774888  (03/23/2022)
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"To control, you must Trst destabilize."  Think about it. It an entity is di`cult to destabilize, it is hard to control (oil tanker for

example). But keep society in a state of fear, uncertainty, doubt, and discouragement - well what do you think?
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Thanks Gui for the many posts. I like your link to that short video interview with Lara Logan

www.globalresearch.ca/lara-logan-sets-record-straight-ukraine-russia/5..  * * * REMINDER: Joe Biden, John Kerry, Mitt Romney,

The Clintons, Nancy Pelosi and George Soros All Have Connections to the Ukraine

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/reminder-joe-biden-john-kerry-mitt-ro..
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Totally agree BFR, The problem is always the emotions that accompany the state of insecurity for the future: anxiety, fear,

irritability, resignation until reaching depression. They are all caused by our “futures”. All of them have to do with our resilience or

the ability to face adversity, our tolerance for a negative event to happen. In fact, this low tolerance is so frequent, that for many

and many they resign. We are now in a humanity imprisoned by two very wide windows: menticide and cognitive dissonance as

tension or anxiety that individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes con^ict with what they do.

“The pandemic represents a rare but narrow opportunity to re^ect, reimagine and reset our world to create a healthier, more

equitable and more prosperous future” - Klaus Schwab, WEF (June 2020). What will be “the Great Reset” is a scenario in which

global creditors will have appropriated the world's wealth by 2030, while impoverishing large sectors of the world's population. As

published by Dr. Mercola: “You’ll own nothing, And you’ll be happy.”
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Thank you PETE. Yes, interview with interesting content: She says: “Not only are they covering their tacks, hiding all the evidence

of their involvement in 'Russia collusion', hiding the evidence of the bioweapons facilities that the US has been funding there and

yes, some of that was left over from the Soviet days, some of that has been turning bioweapons facilities into public health

facilities but that is again, not the whole truth, is again, not the whole story. “They're covering their tracks in Ukraine, they're

hiding evidence, they're exploiting the Ukrainian people to do so, nobody is trying to de-escalate, they've got this moron as a

leader, who was an entertainer, who was obviously selected, because he's out there in stilletos and black leather pants, doing

spoof videos for Dancing with the Stars and now we're supposed to fawn at the altar of Zelenskyy…for crying in a bucket! WAKE

UP, PEOPLE

The truth PETE, as I write in my comments, is that for many years in^ation has been fueled by debt creation and they are

reaching a supercritical moment of collapse. With all the bailout money ^ooding the world, the sharp devaluation of Tat

currencies is causing the prices of goods and services to be expressed in ever-increasing amounts. no one can hide the fact that

food and fuel are becoming incredibly expensive. The war in Ukraine is causing a devastating collapse of the food, natural gas

and fertilizer supply chain as the US and NATO push Russia into a new war. The West Tred the Trst weapon of mass destruction

by disconnecting Russia's banks from the SWIFT Tnancial system while looting all of Russia's foreign exchange reserves held by

the central banks of other nations. The future is worrying but let's hope that the people triumph over the oligarchies.
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How do we confront this takeover and win?
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Randyfast, the ones still sporting the face diapers (by choice) are only doing so to make some sort of political statement. That’s

it! Why? Bc they THINK they are so smart by continuing to support a narrative that is only out to destroy them! it’s stupidly at its

best.  But what they’re really doing is making complete and utter IDIOTS out of themselves. I consider them to be dam laughing

stocks. The ones i DO feel sorry for are the poor workers, in industries such as heath care, food industry, hospitality industry, etc.

and anyone who works for a business that still supports the narrative for WHATEVER “reasoning” they have. It’s such a joke at

this point.

After TWO freeging YEARS HASN’T ANYONE LEARNED ANTHING?! It’s really mind boggling.  At the post o`ce in my town they

STILL have all kinds of plastic up, plastic you can barely see through that’s DUCK TAPED to the thick plastic barriers (so classy)

and the woman working there is perpetually DOUBLE MASKED to the point you can’t even hear her speak! And she wears the

rubber gloves too of course. You can barely even see her in there bc the plastic has become so dirty now. Prob crawling w germs

too ironically.  The next town over? Post o`ce? No masks! There is one or 2 of those clear barriers on the counter but its not

obstrusive at all.

And they CLEAN IT. its clear as glass. At my po you wd think theres an EBOLA outbreak and people were dropping dead in the

streets! This woman needs to get a grip! And she’s nasty too. Probably just miserable bc she realizes she was wrong but is now

doubling down so she doesn’t have to admit it to herself or others.  So from now on i go the extra 1/2 mile to the user friendly one

where they act NORMAL and you feel like a HUMAN BEING.  Some people just can’t let go of the covid culture and they are now

just miserable … so let them be. if you wear a mask by choice at this point you’re just an uneducated loser.
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President putin stepped into ukraine to remove bio labs creating an airborne rabies virus that had it been released would have wiped out

90% of world population, these labs were mostly funded by the biden administration, there is no war in ukraine only what the media

portrays to you there will be no nuclear war as the real president trump has the launch codes, trump and putin are in tandem against the

new world order all is in order there is nothing to fear the only thing you have to do is Wake up see the lies your goverments and their

media are telling you wake up and see the true heroes of today wake up to the new earth wake up to love the dark cannot thrive in a

loving envoirment thats why they want the hate they want you to hate everything then they live but if you love everything they die its as

simple as that much love to all who read this and to all who dont
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Also Ukraine. In the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the Trst nation to implement virtually all the key

hallmarks of the World Economic Forum's (WEF) Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income

(UBI), Social Chinese-style credit scores that are combined into your already operational Diia app. The country is transferring

power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations. Read the following

article: "In the shadow of war: Ukraine as the great reboot laboratory of the global tech elite" by Julian Schernthaner on the

German news site Wochenblick for more information... WARNING: UKRAINE IS THE GREAT RESET LABORATORY OF THE

GLOBAL TECH ELITE rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)
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Gui; great link! Once again; the usual suspects! It's all so predictable! Did I mention that humanity's time is almost up?
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Ukraine BSL-3 bioweapon labs were set-up and run by the US DoD some time ago, apparently in place before President Obama

even took o`ce. So much inaccurate and garbage info, war mongering and mass destruction is being reported, we all need to

conTrm reports from 2 or 3 different sources or you can easily be misled or mistaken.
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Actually, these US labs have been backed since Bushwacker, Oblamba, and old Trumpty Dumpty. ALL of these clowns backed

them and did nothing to interfere. Biden is just in lockstep with All his predecessors.
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The "Great Resetters" will get to see, for the Trst time, billions of angry people around the planet coming after them. They will go down.

What foolish fools they are.
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Agree! Doubt they are winning, because if you look, their plans are out in the open now.
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Yes, Otis and Rose. besides fools, psychopaths. It is the struggle for power that drives and predicts the psychopaths who drive

the Ukraine war and or worse the other war without bombs. The war of the “vaccines”, the conTnements, the passports that

together are causing a great economic, energy, food, inequalities, hunger and death disaster, in their march to the Great Reset.

This world is run by psychopathic minds that obey an oligarchy trained to lead humanity to economic and social extermination,

destroying human beings, destroying their health and making them slaves of a political and economic tyranny. When they realize

the disaster caused, they will be the Trst to receive the rejection of humanity.
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And at our head will be God. Revenge will be His.
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Spot on Otis!
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Thats true realrose but there are still so many who cant or wont or just don’t have the time to SEE IT.  that said i do believe that

more and more are waking up.  Albeit SLOWLY.  but its true their plans have now been laid bare and you’ve got pretty much the

entire WORLD against it. Which leads me to this thought, I really think we should stop calling them “elites” as there’s not a dam

elite thing about any of them. Just a bunch of beyond rich certiTable LUNATICS. Crazy people who are miserable out of sheer

BOREDOM so they have to TINKER AROUND w the rest of the entire world. Insay to them Go sit on a beach somewhere and leave

the rest of the world alone!
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I'm certain most people today have NO idea how close we came to the annihilation of humanity during the "cold" war" - (human fallibility,

misunderstanding natural phenomena, "The Guns of August" phenomena, electronic glitches and mis-interpretation of radar) ...Which

has now been re-ignited with gasoline thrown on it,  primarily by the MIC and JCS... Frankly I don't have great hopes that anyone will

comprehend the implications. However, I URGE everyone to watch the DVD: The Fog of War; 11 Lessons in the life of Robert S.

McNamara. And also "13 Days" which is the 13 days of the Cuban missile crisis, where the world came within <24 hours of annihilation.

Does anyone today even KNOW what the "cold war" even was? I KNOW no one but a small hand full of us still alive who worked at the

Nevada Test Site (NTS) and our counterparts at Semipalatinsk - and fewer still that witnessed the shots in the South PaciTc have even

the smallest inkling of what a thermonuclear device even is. --- I guess that's good though - we all did our job, so you don't HAVE to

know - and I pray to GOD that you never do. STOP THIS MADNESS NOW! (Mutual Assured Destruction is indeed MAD!!) -- WATCH those

DVD's READ and become informed.

And pray for peace, and that as in 1962, cooler heads prevail. AND DO NOT listen or watch the MSM!! They don't care about the truth -

they spew lies, and if you die or your family? maybe they think they are impervious to thermonuclear annihilation (hint - they are NOT). I

am a member of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists and ladies and gentlemen the Doomsday clock stands (once again) at 100 seconds

until midnight, as close as it has ever been, now for the third year  - tick .... tock. Love your children.   Peace - Mir.
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Sadly, the criminal element in control of these weapons don't care about the consequences. They think it's a game. JFK was able

to stop them in 1962 and look what happened to him. People don't want to know history; the world is all about immediate

gratiTcation now.
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This can not be avoided. Start building your own systems. Find local source of food - meat vegetables etc. Grow your own food in yard

or community gardens. Start new school system to educate your kids without CRT or home school. Build communities and stay out of

any digital system they are trying to create including barter. Keep cash going.  Cash is the only real liability to a bank.  Everything else

are computer strokes.   Get some assets out of Tat money and out of banks (not in the system). If you are nearing retirement pay off

your kids or grandkids mortgages and let them owe you the money for cash ^ow. This preserves your wealth since Tat is devalued

during in^ation but assets increase in value.

 The current Tat money is being debased and will be replaced with new monetary system.  Consider intergenerational wealth planning

by making your kids tenants in common or similar on your home to reduce tax burden on your kids.  The next tax will be death and

inheritance.  The globalist want you poor and dependent on them with UBI so we have to think outside the box.  We can win by massive

non compliance. They have no power if we do not comply. Be active in your city and state / province politics because the globalists are

everywhere and making laws and executive orders that beneTt them not you.
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Katie Hopkins: Given Zelensky is an actor my question is: who is writing his scripts? https://youtu.be/WjKHr2qJJHk  Below: Is this

Zelensky's version of Dancing with the Stars? www.lgbtqnation.com/2022/03/Tghting-putin-ukraines-president-danced-t..
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In the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the Trst nation to implement virtually all the key hallmarks of the

World Economic Forum's (WEF) Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports, Universal Basic Income (UBI), Social chinese

style credit scores The country is transferring power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other

Supranational organizations. Read the following article: "In the shadow of war: Ukraine as the great reboot laboratory of the

global tech elite" by Julian Schernthaner on the German news site Wochenblick for more information...

WARNING: UKRAINE IS THE GREAT RESET LABORATORY OF THE GLOBAL TECH ELITE

rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022).... The Ukrainian government launched in

2020 Diia, a digital application that combines identity card, passport, license, vaccination record, records, insurance, health

reimbursement and social beneTts. That was before the Russian invasion of Ukraine on February 24. Now, it appears that the

Ukrainian government is expanding Diia, illustrating how digital applications can be used during war. In Ukrainian, the word "Diia"

means "action", but it is also an acronym in that language that means "The State and I".

Other services available through the Diia app include digital signatures, business registration, the "Diia City" virtual residence

program for businesses to virtually locate in Ukraine, and special services for internally displaced people. The Diia brand and

project are they largely attribute to Fedorov, who remains Ukraine's digital minister as the con^ict with Russia continues.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ukraine-government-converting-digi..  (03/22/2022)
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Zelensky was installed by the same bad actors that installed Biden. He is no hero. Both are working to usher in the Great Reset

and it doesn't matter who pays the price. Some believe Putin has gone into Ukraine to destroy the money laundering and

bioweapons labs set up by the deep state. It seems he has targeted the labs. There are also many Russian speaking Ukrainians

who have been persecuted by their own country. Many are brutalized just for speaking Russian. Check out: Declaration of Msgr.

Carlo Maria Viganò, Archbishop, Former Apostolic Nuncio to The United States of America, on the Russia-Ukraine Crisis. He

gives a pretty good history of how we got to this point.
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Before the war Zelensky behaved like a true dictator. He locked up journalists, closed 4 opposition tv stations, He allowed

bio-weapon labs near the border of Russia. He pushed for NATO membership, which is a big treat to Russia as the border of

Ukraine is less than 300 miles from Moscow. Zelensky publicly said that he wanted to break the 2015 Minsk Peace accords. The

Minsk Protocol was an agreement to halt the Civil war with the Eastern Ukrainian region of Donbas, where most people speak

Russian, they want to be independent. Burisma energy company owned by an corrupt oligarch has gas and oil rights in Donbas,

and want to cash in.  So Burisma paid Joe Bidens son Hunter, and also paid for Zelensky campaign to make him president.

Being in debt with Burisma president Zelensky came with plan to conquer Donbas with force. He also said to take Krim from

Russia. So clearly he was pushing for war and provoking Putin. The war can be over at once, if only Zelensky agrees not to strive

for NATO membership and respect the Minsk Peace agreement. Putin said it many times. It is that simple to stop the war. But

instead, Zelensky gave weapons to civilians to shoot at Russian soldiers. When the Russians shoot back, Zelensky blames

Russia for shooting at civilians. But the blame should be on Zelensky for using civilians to Tght a war to secure oligarchs

interests.

Ukraine people have only about 200 dollars income a month to live from. Half of their income goes to energy bills, meaning the

other half is Tlling the pocket of the corrupt oligarchs who own the energy companies, and who were put in power by George

Soros and Victoria Nuland, after the 2014 coup d'etat organised by the US. Hunter Biden is also involved with the investor in

Metabiota, who run the US bio-weapon labs in Ukraine. The prove for that was found on his laptop. Hunter is also with Metabiota

in the Wuhan bio-weapon lab: thenationalpulse.com/2021/06/28/hunter-biden-invested-in-ecohealth-wuh..
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who is writing scripts for zelelnski the Washington-puppet-"president" ? Sure The White House' dirty journalists who specialize in

creative writing of lies.
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Is Hopkins a Canadian resident? She has British accent. Her YT proTle doesn't say.
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@Zinovirus...The Trump team has its LIARS too. Steve Bannon wanted to see the entire US gov come down. Like Trump, he

wanted CHAOS. Bannon has a long history manifesting the "dictator maverick" archetype. Bannon was serving on a US Navy ship

when the Pres Carter's rescue mission of the US embassy hostages failed in 1980. Trump can afford to foment CHAOS b/c of his

various home refuges with stocked bunkers, defended by his private security force and allies...Bannon was only ousted from the

WH when Jared Kushner pushed him out.
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I am still back on square one, wondering why people would want to consume stuff that is not even food? That has to be a major

symptom of brain-washing and media control. (Then, people who should know better make excuses for their bad choices. Typical

addict behavior.) It is a plan to literally get people addicted to fake food and make them consumers for life.
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I once commented to a shopper in a grocery store regarding a product that it isn't even food and his reply was it tastes good.
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Hello All, why would people want to eat food that is 'not food'. Interesting question! Many people are 'progrmmed' by their TV

sets....brainwashing is like that....it is called 'programming'!! (that is the purpose.). It is not about good choices or bad choices, it

is about what the individual knows. When it is programming(TM) the individual is completely unaware of the tactics being used

against them.  Almond, it is not square one,...it is a take over, through TV 'programming' over several generations...We are here

now!! How does this look to you??
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The intention is clear, to feed the transhumans with fake food from laboratories created to kill slowly that are also weapons of

mass destruction. It is the collapse of real food. Thousands of farmers and hunters marched through Madrid on Sunday in a

massive demonstration dubbed "20M Rural", protesting the government's inability to curb rising prices amid the con^ict between

Russia and Ukraine. Farm workers, waving Spanish ^ags and whistling, marched through the streets accompanied by tractors

honking their horns. Demonstrators were protesting against rising fuel, energy and food prices, calling on the government to help

the sector, stop speculation and adopt new laws to regulate supply chains.
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Guillermo and all... Just like the Nazi prison camps in WWII, the goal is to keep people alive long enough to perform slave labor

and restrict their diet in ways that keep them docile. Then, people die before they can ever collect social security beneTts... a

sudden death, not needing prolonged medical care. The brain washing has been so thorough. People tell me, "I don't know what

you have against eating at McDs--it is really good food--and it's cheap." I have given up on some people. There are those who

cannot be helped because they do not listen, learn and are unwilling to help themselves.

I am tired of listening to their self-indulgent excuses. Yet, these are the same people who tell me they "trust the science" when it

comes to the vaxine! When they complain of their aches, pains, restricted diets (unable to tolerate Tber or nutrient-dense foods)

due to digestive upsets, I just nod and change the subject. This is the kind of self-destructive addictive type behavior that cannot

be remedied until a person hits rock bottom. By then, it may be too late.
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Yes, addicted to fake food. The US in particular has this nasty history of raising kids and smart shoppers to purchase the least

expensive foods, to skew their budgets towards more entertainment and convenience appliances...as Corporate TV and News

Outlets are owned by the entertainment business, advertising reinforces this "fake, highly processed food" addictions. Worse,

processed food has been designed to be addictive, with "BLISS POINTS" tested on consumer groups, to insure the best

marketing position, against unadvertised broccoli and chops. Got the control issues here? pre-planned and pre-programmed to

"^y off the shelves". targeted to kids....and their partial or poorly formed critical skills.
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@Almond.....McDonalds' engineering of tasty food is due to its food labs/ advisors. Former FDA head Kessler's book on food

combos of sugar, fat and ^avor enhancers has a fuller story

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/23/2022 9:29:36 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything that is going on is linked to lack of community, whether it be families, church, civic organizations, etc. Let's get back to

gardening, cooking, commitment to one's spouse, loving and caring for children, taking care of your home and relatives, loving

and caring for one's animals, etc. Facebook is not a way to live. You could give me 10,000 dislikes and I would not care one whit,

because I think FB is stupid. Why would I care about some nameless twit and what he thinks of me? They don't know me. Where

our cabin is there are a LOT of Amish. I don't agree with everything they believe, but I can assure you that they care for their

children and their parents. They ask us "English", why do you abort, why do you stick your parents in nursing homes? They really

do get it on the important things!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee and all... Maybe start with the simple things, like sitting down to a family dinner together? I don't recall not being home for

dinner when I was young--at least not until I was older and working some evenings. Us children were not allowed to have outside

activities dominate our lives to the extent that we did not make it home in time for dinner. Just one more reason why schools

feeding kids breakfast, lunch and even supper is not a good idea. When society has broken down to the extent that nuclear

families no longer eat together, something is seriously wrong. Children have become commodities--nothing more than market

outlets for certain processed food industries.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part of the seeming addiction or habituation to ultra-processed food-mimicking substances is predictability. Near absolute

uniformity is the common rule among such mass-produced items. Consumers always know exactly what they'll get when they

buy. The same taste, texture, appearance, temperature, and aroma is experienced and remembered as a reliable resource of

familiarity and comfort. The consumers seek and Tnd the fake foods for immediate gratiTcation, whether from microwaved

prepared substances bought at grocery stores or from fast food outlets. Brand loyalty is part of the marketing strategy in all

advertising for corporations or countries or cults or religions. Most people Tnd it convenient to go along to get along to get the

predictability of uniformity. They're willing to settle for less quality so they can have more quantity in the familiar sensations of

whatever they've been trained to want.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw a billboard yesterday with a little girl with her arms around, hugging, a picture of the Earth. The caption read something like

“SHOW YR LOVE FOR THE EARTH, EAT VEGAN”  i almost puked up the chicken i just had at lunch.  Oh, its the next new narrative

coming in like a tsunami. Give it another 6 months …. Yet Another touchy subject to pit people against eachother, and usher in

billy boys wet dreams of acres and acres of soy bean Telds!  “Made from PLANTS!”  Yipeeee!   …..But they never tell you what

plants.  Or what other crap ingredients are in there.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lin and all... I now avoid all processed foods that have the words "plant-based" on the label unless they explicitly list ingredients.

Many of these fake foods have become very unhealthy. For example, today, I read the ingredients in vegan cheese and realized it

was the worst kinds of processed oil. And if it says "natural", without being speciTc, you can bet it is anything but healthy and

wholesome. I have gotten to the point where I want to Tnd a bone in any meat of Tsh I eat, just to know it is real.

This is one more reason why I prefer to eat at home. I just had another one of those conversations with a person who told me

how cheap sales prices are in shrimp. I asked whether it was farm-raised, from China or one of the slave boats. I got an indignant

and self-righteous reply, "We don't worry about things like that--do you really believe it matters? Not at our age." Yet, these are

people who complain constantly about their aches and pains and are constantly running to the doctor.

However, if you are supermarket-dependent, it is getting harder and harder to Tnd real food, esp. with shortages and less

selection available. That is why you must do more to produce food for yourself and your family. Sometimes, I feel like I am living

in a time warp. I do not let good food go to waste. I am esp. conscientious about handling game meat properly. I am becoming

more and more aware of how helpless many people are when it comes to something as simple as cooking a meal from scratch,

let alone hunting, butchering, foraging and preserving food.

So many of the old ways and "tribal knowledge" that used to be handed down from one generation to the next have been lost. 200

years ago, most people knew how to brew and cure meat with only the most basic ingredients and equipment. The process has

become so standardized that even "the experts" have lost the ancient wisdom and are now just technocrats of the food industry.

Values, traditions and a way of life--so much lost forever.
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Joined On 10/7/2015 12:01:52 PM
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If you have hope in this world only, that is misery. Look up. It’s coming to a close. Seek the kingdom of God through the Word of God. It’s

the only thing that does not change. Everything else is going to spin out of control. The powers of this world are nothing compared to

the power of the Holy Ghost in me. This is the answer: examine one’s self deeply. Set aside pride and get real with yourself. Realize you

need a savior, then true Godly sorrow will work repentance in you. Repent over everything and make things right where you can. Then

only the blood of Jesus can wash away those sins through baptism in the only saving name of Jesus , being fully emerged in water ( the

ONLY way it was ever done in all the biblical accounts of baptism.

There is only one God and his name is Jesus). Then you will receive the Holy Ghost evidenced by speaking in tongues, just like every

biblical account of being Tlled with Gods spirit. The spirit was lost because of sin in the garden of Eden leaving man empty. Jesus didn’t

say it once, but twice: you MUST be born of the water and and spirit or you will not even see or enter the kingdom of God. PREPARE FOR

GODS KINGDOM. It’s our only hope… and it is truly an abundant life despite the despair, troubles, and heartache that come with the

journey. This world is not our home. We are just passing through!
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The gentleman lists a sampling of countries that have been beaten into submission by corporate racketeers and military facilitators.

Everyone knows the boat is leaking... Everyone knows the captain lied. (Leonard Cohen) This is a clear description of why things are

going bump in the Ukrainian night. > Gravitas Plus: Did NATO push Ukraine into war? Premiered Mar 6, 2022

youtu.be/TzgPJeYZaOU&t=81s  Thank Military/Industrial operatives such as > Airbus Space & Defense, BAE Systems, The Boeing

Company, General Dynamics Corporation, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon Technologies Corporation, and signiTcant

operations run by Blackrock/Vanguard, and other investment enthusiasts...
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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there is a huge amount of con^icting allegations surrounding the latest steps in the planned Great Reset Coup - the plan according to

reports is to crush the present state of social organization in favor of the destruction of the food supply system and the depression that

accompanies consumer debt - these are just two of the myriad disasters nthat these plans will lead to - without attempting to analyse

every detail of this weird plan we must ask why the "experts" employed by the oligarchs have come up with what can only be described

as calkamitouis plan - the oligarchs believe that by creating chaos {which their accumulated wealth protects them against} - out of this

social disaster we are led to believe that the Phoenix will rise again - in my take on this plan the human species will become

overwhelmed by the negativity and Mankind will be ^ushed down the toilet of evolution -

this plan like Stalin's Five Year Plan will demoralize and destroy human incentive to push for progress - the delusion of the oligarchs is

that they can control life on Earth into a "steady state" that will be manipulated into conformity by surveillance technology - this is a pipe

dream - society constantly contends with the status quo as it penetrates the Future - the oligarchs die out as new talent makes itself

felt - society is and can never be static - this is the dogmatism of short sighted autocrats that see themselves as demigods but have no

understanding of the ^ux that characterizes human desire - these plans are blinkered and seem curiously unaware of history
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Yes, Stan, humanity is subjected to a major war without bombs, the war of fear, the uncertainty of tomorrow, submission to

tyranny, to the all-powerful oligarchy. The current crime against humanity, which has been unleashed worldwide by the money

market, globalists, foundations, big pharmaceuticals and the WHO on the occasion of the "global corona false alarm", along with

the hypocritical promises of salvation of the World Economic Forum and the International Monetary Fund of a better world is a

mirage that only leads to slavery. The techno-fascist elite will use the meeting in Davos to further promote global control of

citizens through the destruction of nation states.

The Great Reset has a guaranteed path, the total domination of the technocratic elite, which will have all the power and enslaves

the people by controlling the actions of the constitutionally elected governments, without respect for their freedoms and rights

while the 1% enjoy the paradises that they reserved for their life and their money. Corruption and a false socialism of interests

will make the rich richer and the rest of the world slaves to their desires. The World Economic Forum (WEF), which co-sponsored

Event 201, the corona pandemic tabletop simulation together with John Hopkins and the Gates Foundation in October 2019,

participated in another strategic exercise titled Concept 2021.

The latter is described as un: “International Capacity Building Initiative Aimed at Increasing Global Cyber Resilience” What they

describe is a scenario of economic and social chaos involving the disruption of communications systems, the Internet, Tnancial

and monetary transactions (including SWIFT), the power grid, global transportation, commodity trading, etc., as well as possible

"geopolitical dislocations". ”.
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As reported by Dr. Mercola, the WEF-backed Cyber Polygon simulations were organized by BI-ZONE, a group associated with the

Russian central bank. � Klaus Schwab included Vladimir Putin among the Young Global Leaders on multiple occasions. The

director of Sberbank, Russia's central bank, is a trustee of the WEF. While Russia is routinely threatened by the US and NATO, the

Russian Federation is a partner in this WEF initiative, which is largely dominated by Wall Street and the Western Tnancial

establishment. www.globalresearch.ca/towards-another-devastating-worldwide-crisis-the..  5764374 (2022) On February 7, at

the proposal of President Petro Poroshenko – the oligarch who got rich looting public property, and who is running for president

again – approved these amendments to the Constitution. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5668435  (03/17/2022)

The Russian communist/socialist state was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many forms, throughout

countries around the world. Under the false guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better world for all, the socialist

goal was, as usual, control from the top down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked would eventually

produce the Cold War. That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to Europe, which justiTed

the rise of the European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert agenda of Socialist

Globalism. The EU IS a regional face of Globalism. More information in the link;

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022).
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Much of the wealth of Russia's richest is not in sanctioned Russian banks. Putin and oligarchs aligned with him have had

decades to stash assets abroad, many of them concealed in ways that cannot be affected by sanctions. In just a few short years,

Russia's crown jewels became the private possessions of a small group of men known as the Russian oligarchs. A 2017 study of

Russian oligarchs published by the US-based National Economic O`ce estimated that Russian millionaires in the UK,

Switzerland, Cyprus and similar offshore banking centers have as much as $800 billion. That vast fortune, in the hands of a few

hundred ultra-rich people, is roughly equal to the wealth of the rest of Russia's population of 144 million people.

Some oligarchs also hold dual citizenship in Britain and other Western countries, adding legal complications to attempts to

freeze their assets. Although the Kremlin o`cially reports Putin's income as $131,900 a year, the Russian president is believed to

beneTt from many billions in cash and assets held abroad by trusted friends and family, many of whom are which are from his

hometown, St. Petersburg. www.pbs.org/.../billionaires.html  (03/2022)

www.wsj.com/articles/russian-oligarchs-sanctions-what-to-know-11646264..  (03/2022(

theconversation.com/meet-russias-oligarchs-a-group-of-men-who-wont-be-..  (03/2022)

www.infobae.com/america/mundo/2022/02/23/las-15-personas-mas-ricas-de-..  (03/2022)

www.elTnanciero.com.mx/mundo/2022/02/25/las-severas-sanciones-de-bide..  ...
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Gui - while I agree that CORRUPTION has no borders nor boundaries - to be fair in one's appraisal you would have to make a

comparative analysis of CORRUPTION in the West as well as Russia and China - Corruption is an individualistic choice - a choice

that entails a rejection of morality - Wall Street and the banks seem to have embraced IMMORALITY as a way of life - this is the

result of the over valuation of wealth to the extreme - the dance around the Golden Calf still continues 5000 years since Moses

Trst observed this disturbing phenomenon
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Thank You Dr. Mercola for a very accurate analysis, and The TRUTH you reveal to those who are predisposed to the american

propaganda of Hatred towards anything related to Russia. This hatred started with 1917 revolution which had the right reasons and the

right goals - to make better lives for all the people in all of Russia and all the surrounding nations/republics which were consequently

integrated into the USSR(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). The communist ideology was right and pure, but unfortunately has been

terribly abused. America in 1920s was in a deep deep state of fear of the new empire, USSR, and the new communist ideology which

might poison the Americans.

Since then up until now this fear has turned into full blown hatred to USSR and to Russia. US is doing its best to implement this hatred

using all possible and impossible ways, methods, and tools. Ukraine is one of these tools. Ukraine was made into a total puppet "state",

under total control of Washington and NATO. 2014 political coup in Kiev, Maidan, was entirely orchestrated by CIA. The Tnal goal was

successfully achieved and Ukraine has became a 100% american puppet, with Zelenski a 100% american puppet-"president". Would US

agree ever to have a foreign states army sitting on its border ? never. So why is NATO sitting on the border with Russia ? Why Kiev keeps

bombarding the Russian population of Donetsk, close to 20,000 people there killed incl. hundreds of children ?

These two reasons are for the invasion into Ukraine. President Putin has warned Kiev almost daily to stop shelling Donetsk. Washington

obviously kept giving instructions to Zelenski to keep ignoring. US and the West anti Russian propaganda of Hatred is loaded with lies

of all kinds. Every single article is 101% of total dirty lies. US has built 26 Biological warfare labs in Ukraine. Why ? Any explanation ?

Only reason is simple one: all that is geared against Russia. Btw, US has invaded 70 nations since 1776.
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The war in Ukraine serves "justiTed hatred", for social, economic and military confrontation, it serves the Great Reset. The

coronavirus emerged from the Whuan lab and now conTrmed US bioweapons labs in Ukraine are also coming into play, which

they are trying to hide. In the second link the list of laboratories.

www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/who-told-ukraine-destroy-high-threat-pa..  (03/2022)

sharylattkisson.com/2022/03/list-of-ukraine-biolab-documents-reportedl..  (03/2022) THE REAL REASONS WHY UKRAINE IS SO

IMPORTANT TO BIDEN, CLINTON AND THEIR 'GLOBAL CRIME CABAL': UKRAINE IS THEIR 'LITTLE CRIME PLAYGROUND' WHERE

THEIR DEVASTATING SECRETS ARE HIDDEN. allnewspipeline.com/The_REAL_Reasons_Why_It_Is_So_Important_To_The_Glo..

 (03/2022) BREAKING: HUNTER BIDEN FIRM INVESTED IN COMPANY TIED TO UKRAINIAN BIOLABS

100percentfedup.com/breaking-hunter-biden-investment-Trm-invested-in-..  (03/2022)
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Humanity lives a tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state that

wants to submit to its whims the world population, social activists, business leaders, public servants, artists and technologists

This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but Above all, it causes

consequences on a psychological level. We have the weapons that allow us to Tght against deception. Possible answers can be

given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. A developing story on the case of the

Ukrainian gas holding company.

On his Facebook page, Derkach explained that Burisma has now admitted to bribing Joe Biden, Derkach says Burisma bribed Joe

Biden with a $900,000 lobbying lump sum, which the company is disputing solely on the amount.

liberalsarenuts.com/2020/09/23/breaking-biden-bribedburisma-admits-pay..  The vicious and irresponsible leadership of Joe

Biden has emboldened not only criminal activity within the US government, but his incompetence has also empowered tyrants

and dictators around the world. One of Biden's most recent negotiations with Vladimir Putin was a total disaster.

Shortly after speaking with Putin in June 2021, Biden spoke at a press conference in Geneva and provided important information

on US infrastructure. According to Biden himself, he gave Putin a detailed list of 16 infrastructure targets. most vulnerable on

American soil. www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/02/^ashback-remember-joe-biden-gave-put..  (02/24/2022).

www.weforum.org/press/2019/03/here-are-the-young-people-pushing-bounda..
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Sorry, at the end of the day, Russia is communist. I can't sympathize with any communist countries. If you like Russia so much,

why don't you live there?
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Perhaps we should go after the people planning all of this. Or not. My experience with a giant corporation at where I worked was simple

enough. Money motivates them and the bottom line is the only thing that matters most of the time. The skill of salesmanship was most

important to getting what I wanted out of this corporation. I spent Tve years of my life learning that skill and then I went on to be the

union representative for a small unit of people for almost seven years. I used the weapon of persuasion instead of intimidation and

quite effectively. Selling someone of their own free will to do what they consider is best for them. The way I see Ukraine is that you have

a giant bear going against a really annoying raccoon.

Yes, they can and will defeat the raccoon. But what is it going to cost them to do so? It comes down to what the giant bear wants and

what is this huge animal willing to pay to get what it wants? Because there is no doubt it will cost the bear a lot of money and lives to

get what it wants. There is a better way to handle the bear. The task ahead is to persuade the bear to pay a far lesser price yet satisfy

the needs of that bear in such a way that everyone wins. That is going to mean a lot of changes both in the Ukraine and in Russia. Christ

made a very signiTcant statement in the garden where he was captured.

It was that He who uses the sword will eventually die by the sword. In other words, no one wins a modern war. Everyone loses. So we

have to direct the war against the true enemies. Famine being one of said enemies. Transportation e`ciently of retail goods is another.

Housing for everyone is a third goal. And the effects of weather changes all over the planet is another. We have enemies. But those

enemies are governed by nature, not by mankinid. Effectively a human lifespan is about 70-80 years. A small percentage live all the way

to 110. We have the technology to reverse aging and give an average person a lot longer life span.
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All wars are planned and contrived. The wealthy and powerful control and fund both sides. It has been this way for centuries.

They care not who "wins" or "loses". Only that their objective is reached. That can even be solely a distraction but will almost

always increase their wealth and power. They care not of the lives of the soldiers and civilians who are only collateral damage.

Never look for the "good guys and the bad guys". It is only theater to them. All of the above holds true with politics.
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The very idea of war is insanity...yet our neocon State Dept (Nuland/Powers/all), mongers like McCain/Graham/Schiff/Clinton/Brandon

and many unelected advisors surrounding D.C. insist on a U.S. supremacy agenda....and the hate Russia/China/N. Korea/Iran/Syria

meme. These countries are always referred to as enemies in the state media, so pre-deTning them as enemies for decades makes

"diplomacy" a farce, peace impossible and bloody con^ict a certainty for the beneTt of the few. Ukraine is a great distraction from

Fauci's covid attack as well as cover for a huge money laundering scheme via their ever corrupt puppet leaders.    Zelensky is no

Churchill (or maybe is) but represents globalist interests. His never-surrender attitude along with more weapons and media support will

prolong the bloodbath.

Putin wants an end to this corrupt dictatorship and globalist advance...the point of view censored like the truth of Iraq's WMD, covid

weaponization and Zelensky's funding.....Our media constantly indulges in a narrative of hate speech and then contradicts itself by

punishing those not following their woke correctness "brandoning" them anti-vaxxers and Russian assets...Our leaders always reverse

blame accusing others of what they have done...Yes, willy-nilly sanctions and arming proxies ARE acts of war...War is Insanity...War

mongers ARE the enemy! Now we are all stuck in crazy town watching our traitors' bullshit hit the fan.
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Throughout history, the ptb have always created a boogeyman, few real, mostly imaginary. If there is no threat, real or imagined,

there is no need for their "protection". Review the rant from the 1976 movie Network. There are no countries. Everyone is on the

same side in every act of every play. The people watch from the audience and are shown and told what to think, how to feel, how

to act or not to react.
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These neocons are utter fools, and obviously have NO idea of what thermonuclear device horror really even is (the living will envy
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These neocons are utter fools, and obviously have NO idea of what thermonuclear device horror really even is (the living will envy

the dead). They think they can live in their deluxe hidey holes for a few years till the radiation dies down, they are wrong and they

will die like everyone else, maybe just a little later. Certain in the human race, with abundant evil, lacking empathy, lacking love,

think themselves "ubermench".   "And so in the Tnal analysis, we all share this small planet, we all breathe the same air, we all

cherish our children's future, and we are all mortal....." ~ President John F. Kennedy, American University, June, 1963.  I would

urge you (and all) to listen to that address, it is as critical now or more so, than it has EVER been, and speaks of what might have

been.  Peace.... Mir
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Yes, Randal, it is about the Tght for economic hegemony and the domain of military sovereignty in alliances where the economy

leads the way. Biden is building enemies and economic disaster for the US in his alliances against Russia and in the past he has

supported Ukraine, within a trade war of contradictory interests of American companies. Russia puts its own people and

industries Trst, while American politicians put Americans last. Consider that during the Cold War, with Russia as the enemy of the

United States, American companies made money by supplying vital technology, which was used to build a war machine in the

USSR… we are talking about deception, crime, treacherous actions.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/23/us-helps-build-russian-war-machine/  (03/23/2022)

The Russian communist/socialist state was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many forms, throughout

countries around the world. Under the false guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better world for all, the socialist

goal was, as usual, control from the top down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked would eventually

produce the Cold War. That powerful matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to Europe, which justiTed

the rise of the European Union---another grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert agenda of Socialist

Globalism. The EU IS a regional face of Globalism. More information in the link;

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022)
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The People's Republic of China has criticized the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) for provoking

Russia and President Vladimir Putin to invade Ukraine. In a Twitter thread, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying

cited several US news reports that she said supported her argument that President Joe Biden could have prevented the invasion

simply by ensuring that Ukraine would never be accepted by NATO. In another clip shared by Hua, Hawaii Rep. Tulsi Gabbard told

Tucker Carlson that the Biden administration actually wanted Russia to invade Ukraine so it could impose “draconian” sanctions

and increase defense spending.

“China clearly sympathizes with the Russian prospects. China believes that it is the expansion of NATO and other threats from

the US and NATO that Tnally led Russia to defend its legitimate interests. In other words, I think China feels that Russia feels that

it is forced to do what it is doing,” said Tong Zhao, a senior fellow in the Nuclear Policy Program at the Beijing-based Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace. Hua went on to explain that if Ukraine were to become a NATO member, that would put US

and NATO troops "right at Russia's doorstep." The spokeswoman asked why Biden and NATO did not even try to ease the tension

between Russia and Ukraine. wearechange.org/they-actually-want-russia-to-invade-beijing-slams-bide..  (02/2022)

www.cnbc.com/2022/02/24/china-refuses-to-call-attack-on-ukraine-an-inv..  (02/2022).
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Thankfully, McCain is dead. I wish they all were. They play with human lives and emotions and must be stopped.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM
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I love your essays. Very good analysis! The absurdity of 'The News' never ceases to amaze me. The masses are led to believe

such absurdities - weaponized for the absurd overlord cause du jour. In The News we see X Hundred Ukranian Civilians Killed, but

when Putin killied hundreds of thousands in Chechnya The News would say X Teen(?) Chechen Rebels were killed. When

Poroshenko and Zelenskyy killed X Teen Thousand in Donbass or when we killed millions in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, and Libya,

for no reason at all The News said, "Tonight, on American Idol..."
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Well said blessthebeasts & RampagingManatee
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The FB policy hand-waving violence toward Russians is the essence of totalitarian thought: it's okay to do the worst things so long as

they're directed at "the right" people. Today, it's random Russians. Yesterday (and a little bit today), it was the great unvaxxed. What

Justin Zoolander tried in Canada had wannabe despots across the West salivating.  Having an out group against whom almost anything

is acceptable is a standard feature of the authoritarian mindset as history has clearly demonstrated.  One of the two great ^aws of this

mindset is the belief that such actions can only beneTt whoever holds power at the moment. There is little thought given to the reality

that power tends to operate on a pendulum in the West with the predominant sides trading time in charge. The second ^aw is more

worrisome - when the out group is pushed and pushed to the point of believing that it has nothing to lose, the result is something quite

different from ballot box democracy.
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Justin Zoolander and his ilk everywhere could have been silenced in many legal or illegal ways. If people will be forced into a

corner, the outcomes may be unpredictable, never mind brainwashing.
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For those with no belief in the Almighty God and his Son, these ideas feed their unbelief. But God is in charge. God raises up armies and

destruction many times to bring judgment to nations that have forsaken Him. America is one of those nations and even those with

some type of belief in God reject the idea that God judges the nations in the here and now. God has not changed, but people's faith in

him has most certainly changed, as false prophets abound with a myriad of ideas for why things happen...except the truth. How and

when did America forsake God? As a country, it began with our Supreme Court banning prayer and the Bible from schools. This was a

communist goal from way back, part of the Communist Manifesto, and those Supreme Court justices behind this wickedness of

throwing God out of schools, told us we were a secular country, after nearly 300+ years of reading the Bible and praying in school...and

many ignorant Americans believed them.

Ten years later the same Court says they found a new right hidden in our Bill of Rights...the right to murder your own unborn baby. Thus

began the slaughter of the innocents, assisted this time by their own wicked, godless mothers who were empowered to kill their own

children; insanity! And the outcry was everywhere! Actually it was very little. Babies don't give to campaigns, neither do their pregnant

mothers.

Nor was there hardly any outcry from the churches, which were essentially dead already, having forsaken the gospel command to repent

long before. They liked Billy Graham's no repent salvation. This Court continued in their rewriting of history and law and our

Constitution, "the living document." They had made it very clear that States no longer had the right to control their own rights and

Constitutions and laws, but they now had to bow to them because of the Fourteenth Amendment. Since when did that give them power

to usurp the 10th and rewrite the 3rd Article of the Constitution limiting their power and juris...
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How come responses to particular threads get jumbled together elsewhere? Sort of proving the scriptures there, you know.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

When Zelensky and others in his government say it's a Tght to the death, are they speaking for innocent civilians?  I'm 100% positive

Ukraine will surrender, but not for the right reasons. If they were to of surrender for the right reasons, they would of done so weeks ago,

but the decided to sacriTce innocent people. No way Zelensky himself will Tght to the death, he's just an actor who's acting out a

propaganda script.
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The third phase: a false contact / landing of "good aliens". If you want to live in the "heaven" they bring, you must obey... the new world

order. Or "the invasion of the evil aliens".The same scenario: a new... "crisis" :)))
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay, the article and comments scare the poop out of me for our future, and agree Biden and the democrats are idiots but let's not rule

out the republicans who will do the same and have. So I take it most everyone is either a Libertarian or Independent and not with one of

the two major crooked political parties, Yes/NO?  There are some really super bright people making comments so I hesitate making any

comment because I'm the picture of Mr Average missing from your dictionary looking for truth, proof is me wife called me "Goober". I'm

not a religious person but beginning to pray a lot that the great reset we read about has a default back to square one. When someone

Tgures that out I'm 100% on board.
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The great reset is normal during and after the war, it is a natural process. The war itself is not about making someone dependent. it is

about power and who and how will rule the world. With this rate, the US eventually will self-destruct and cease to exist as it is today...

The irony is that fascism came back in the face of a jew, destroying from within, as a correction of Hitler's mistake Sanctions. They are

stupid. The word itself makes people in Russia laugh. Cats and dogs under sanctions, all is left are balalaika's and matryoshkas.  Who is

suffering? The Russian economy is getting stronger, more jobs, more opportunities... Do not tease the bear, every action has its

consequences. Looks like the dollar is soon to be out - ruble in
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All will go according to their great reset plan assuming everyone lays down and plays dead. One big assed and likely incorrect

assumption. Sitting around citing articles, sharing philosophy and talking crap goes nowhere. A better world doesn't just fall into your

lap. It takes thought and action to do it legally and correctly. There are many, many more sheep than the wolves can possibly eat. Share

some positive, proactive ideas. But then the article page goes dark, so this idea is basically worthless and BS. Good luck all. Just

saying....
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Meta so not exist to make money. The money as with all parts of todays corporate world is merely the grease to keep the wheels of

utter corruption turning, the silver that crosses the palms of the technocrats and functionaries who administer the corruption! Meta

exists as a control function and data collector . It's ultimate owners/controllers already own or control all the wealth of the world , only

collecting more to keep it out of the hands of others
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JP Sears on Ukraine virtue signalling https://youtu.be/toGMjVVhkiM
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win5020
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:20:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wake up Americans... We've gone from Pandemic to Wardemic and still swallowing the Kool Aid.
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Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the 1930s, FDR was responsible for a great labor reset. Instead of a six-day week we basically went to a Tve-day week of 40 hours

with anything over that was supposed to be time and one-half hourly wages. We are to the point now where a 32-hour week is possible.

The idea being that robotics will make up the difference and e`cient production of products by supervised automation is entirely

possible at this point in time. The e`cient use of agriculture is going to be necessary to make this happen. A lot of this planet is

useless to us because it is covered by large bodies of water, salt water for the most part. We are technically capable now of using that

enormous resource for everyone's good.

The education of everyone is another revolution happening. It depends a lot on how we retain the information we are given and how

long that information remains useful in our brains. Everyone will have to make changes in the way we do things if and when we are able

to make that happen. Warfare has no place in that plan. Violent con^ict to get one's way will not work out for any nation on this planet.

The leaders of this planet in the form of both corporations and in the form of politics are either going to change with it, or they

eventually will destroy themselves.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Neil Oliver is a bastion of common sense. I have huge respect for him saying what he does on mainstream TV. He cannot say more than

he does. He gives us the tools and leaves us to make the connections
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Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM
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Problem with perfect people is the deTnition of "perfect" is constantly evolving. You may be found to be perfect today, but two weeks

later, you can be found to be imperfect. Also the database that holds your record that is tied to your digital-ID can be altered by

government to make you imperfect. Problem with electric vehicles where I live is that any additional electricity needed is generated

from coal. There are losses in transmitting that electricity over power lines and charging a vehicle's battery. It will take decades to get

enough solar and wind power to match the constant increase in demand for electricity. So any increase in electricity has to come from

Tring up more coal burning generators.

In the winter, solar panels here produce about 1/3 of the electricity they do in the summer at a time when you will need the most

electricity possible to heat homes with heat pumps. Also, the electric grid cannot keep up with demand on hot summer days now, so we

have rotating black-outs of all air conditioners. What happens here is a box connected to the air conditioner gets a signal from the

electric company to shut the compressor off for a period of time, say 15 or more minutes and that is rotated around so all houses get a

few degrees warmer on hot days. There is no electricity available to charge any electric vehicles during the hotter hours of the day, from

about 1pm to 8pm.

Another problem is expensive li-ion batteries used in electric vehicles take on a lot of wear and tear when those vehicles are run on day

time temperatures over 80 degrees and the batteries will need fancy expensive cooling systems to keep them from overheating. I think

all vehicles should be hybrid that go about 50 miles on battery only each day before they switch over to hybrid mode. That would greatly

reduce pollution in our cities and the batteries can be recharged over night when the electric company sends the signal over the wires

to switch on the charging system.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so depressing .. I hope I m gone from this earth before this happens .. is it stoppable ? .. reminds me of the hunger games .. this

world is so messed up .. only one 

☝

 person can Tx it .. is so very depressing
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Here is the "infamous" truth-telling video featuring LARA LOGAN that GETTR removed from MAGAPARTY

🍊

X after having been liked

and reshared over 1000X! gettr.com/.../p116tp747b7
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Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a short video that is a perfect match for Dr. Mercola's article and the very best video I have seen yet on the crisis in Ukraine, that

should be forwarded to family, friends and all person's of good will. Michael Matt of The Remnant newspaper and Remnant TV.

remnant-tv.com/video/559/putin-s-war-biden-soros-and-the-ghost-of-john..
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Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM
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Love Michael Matt. I’m Jewish, so it doesn’t matter if one is Catholic or not. Truth is truth, and Mr Matt tells it
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Just wish we had a hundred like him. Thanks!
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I get it that the pseudoelite (quit calling them "elite") idiots like to see inTghting to sneak their way past easier, but it still doesn't answer

the question why Putin is invading. So let's have it.
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Either in on it or is simply content with being paid handsomely under the table in some way?
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blessthebeasts
Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM
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Putin is protecting his borders from further NATO encroachment. At the end of the Cold War Gorbachev was promised that NATO

(U.S.) wouldn't expand "one inch eastward" by U.S. Secretary of State James Baker. There are now 14 additional NATO states.

Not that Putin is an angel, but he's looking out for his people more than the U.S. or the rest of the Western nations. This is a proxy

war and Ukraine is the pawn. Their democratically elected government was overthrown in 2014 by a U.S. orchestrated coup. Oh,

and let's not forget the U.S. funded Biolabs. "Gain of function" research anyone?
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TruthST8up
Joined On 12/26/2020 6:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting presentation by the Scot, Neil Oliver. What is good and what is evil? Who decides? The answer to that question will then

determine whether one takes the fork in the road in the right direction, or in the wrong direction, concerning everything else in life. See:

What Establishes Man’s Responsibility? Part 1 ancientheritagefoundation.com/.../66
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only document (for lack of a better word) that decides what is good and what is evil is The 10 Commandments.
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Mogrammy
Joined On 6/28/2007 5:18:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If anyone thinks that a war with nuclear weapons can be controlled and limited, they are badly mistaken. This kind of war IMHO is not

the choice of those who are going forward with the great reset. They may have an underground safe place temporarily, but eventually

the radiation will get them too. Even the oligarchs will be vulnerable if that were the case. The CIA in Ukraine or not,Russia has a rich

history of despots and invasions. Doesn't mean Russia is part of the game.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever's happening to Burisma?  Is it too being bombed into smithereens or is it safe and sound in Ukraine from destruction? Seems

no longer to be of interest to the "media".  From the get-go I've always Tgured this is Putin's way of sinking the West: ^ood it with

millions of refugees by overwhelming their social services. That's the "judo way" of using the West's strength, their concern for

humanity, against them.  The Vistara four- Czechia, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia - are being deluged by ^eeing Ukrainians seeking to

remain or move on to Europe or the U.S., where Ukrainians will be more useful and welcome than the continuing southern border ^ow of

unvetted and probably diseased, such as drug resistant TB, illegal aliens.

A useful book on this subject, Russians Among Us, by a British journalist Gordon Corera, describes years of patient espionage

accelerated by Putin who knows little about the West but marches to his own music.  In past decades the United States accelerates into

four year cycles based on presidential elections; there's no longer a consensus on what constitutes the national interest. By the way,

has anyone seen George Soros lately?  He must be lining his pockets somewhere.  As for Putin's nuclear threats, remember these come

in all shapes and sizes. Why drop a bomb when you can poison your enemies with nuclear material?  One drop in your tea and you're a

goner.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Erm... Espionage? > How to Destroy Russia. 2019 Rand Corporation Report: “Overextending and Unbalancing Russia” By Manlio

Dinucci Global Research, March 10, 2022 www.globalresearch.ca/.../5678456
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article is right on the mark! Bad news for Canadians...trudeau just sealed his dictatorship until 2025! Everyone; but especially

Canadians, need to read this article - especially the response from Candace Bergen. Trudeau and Singh, are both WEF graduates! This

will ensure the acceleration of the Great Reset in Canada. They've already been "Building Back Better" for the past few years

"Pharmacare and dental care were two big ticket items not in the 2021 Liberal platform. The Parliamentary Budget O`cer estimated a

dental care program similar to what is being proposed would cost $1.5 billion annually, with an additional extra cost of $3 billion in the

Trst year as people caught up on long-delayed care." They're going to "take care" of Canadians, the same way they took care of the

Peaceful Trucker Convoy! --  "Trudeau announces a Liberal and NDP deal to keep him in power until 2025 In return for supporting the

Liberals agenda, the NDP are expected to receive movement on a national dental care and pharmacare plan, as well as additional action

on climate change." - "Trudeau also dismissed questions about what the deal meant for his own future, saying he fully intended to lead

his party into the 2025 campaign. Trudeau said with the pandemic still underway, a war raging in Ukraine and other massive disruptions,

Parliament would now be stable." ----- It's amazing and disgusting, how these evil scum always seem to hold onto their POWER - no

matter what!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, they hold onto their power because they are totally protected from the people. In the past, tyrants were hung in the public

square. End of tyranny. Today, people write, phone and email their requests to them. All that gets them is to be put on a list to be

punished in the future. Protests? Boycotts? They sit in their ivory towers and laugh at the peasants.
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Randyfast
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That is correct, Brian.
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Randy, perfect example: I knew 6 men who visited their Congressman's o`ce for help against I R S false (veriTed and proven)

claims and punishments. Their petitions were graciously received and forwarded to the I R S. Within 2 months they were all

attacked and railroaded far worse. Hauled into US District Court all were severely penalized and 3 went to prison for many years.

That is how redress of grievances works in today's society.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this Randy. Yes, their in^uence is everywhere due to the young leaders programming, their tentacles are in every walk

of life. Hence their seemingly arrogant conTdence that nothing will touch them. Time for them to start disappearing?

ConTrmation of your advice re Trudeau deal with his young leader cohort apple.news/A1pbeXlyzTXmNs_-VPF80tA
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Randyfast
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Thanks, Glastian. I already have that video clip in my extensive library. It's always good to save the "evidence"! We are now going

to watch Canada collapse and deteriorate into a dictatorship, faster than anything we've ever seen! trudeau has already frozen

people's bank accounts. That was only the beginning!
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Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM
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May God bless and protect Dr. Mercola for his relentless pursuit of the truth.
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Joined On 2/21/2022 4:41:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If your not aware of the agenda, it is a sequence of "man made plagues following the guided lines of book of revelations. Dr Loraine Day

has the best description. COVID -19 stands for a passport system to surrender to the mark of beast/666/antichrist. Covid -19 is

CertiTcate Of Vaxination IDentiTcation-19 (Chap 19 book of revelations. 4 horse man appolcolypse White Horse Anti-Christ,Satin to

conquer the world (Illumenati 11 families rule 10 kingdoms (New world Order-communism). Second horse-red (War and blood) Third

horse black (famine that follows war fourth horse pale green (Rotten ^esh from starvation and disease (Kill shots ). After all this the

survivors (Georgia Guidestones is new 10 commandments, World War 2 never ended. the plan was to divide the world  into 10

kingdoms all ruled by the king of kings (antichrist). Look at Gombergs redrawn map of world 1942. Revelations explores afterlife in

chap 20-23. And Putin is the enemy!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware the subtle & seductive counterfeit. Putin is AN enemy of God. The Ukrainian puppet is also. The spirit behind them is the

same, & they are both waving arms attached to the same MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND

ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH, & regardless of which reigns: men, women & children are deTled, raped, robbed, exploited,

suffer, & die under them & the layers of hierarchy behind & above them. That great false body of Romish-Babylonian craft in

fornicating union, that false corporatism crafted of men& devils, those builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone. People

who have not a sure word of prophecy, but only vain & con^icting corrupt divinations of men; & who have not entered into, nor

continued in the truth to discovering which word that is,& grown to maturity as workmen approved & without need to be

ashamed, able to rightly divide it are not wise & evidenced guides to be trusted in exegeting & teaching it.

Go to the word. Seek the truth. Don't be amongst the blind following the blind; the deceiving and being deceived to buy cheap

idolatrous & self-serving caricatures & straw men now, & you won't fall for the counterfeit of counterfeits coming, & most subtle.

Straining at gnats, swallowing camels.
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Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Great Reset Phase 2: War winteroak.org.uk/.../the-great-reset-phase-2-war   WORLD WAR III Part 3

hugotalks.com/.../world-war-iii-part-3-hugo-talks  Important Message for Journalists Covering the Ukraine Con^ict

21stcenturywire.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8e2046b867880f405f42..   Was bombing of Mariupol theater staged by Ukrainian

Azov extremists to trigger NATO intervention? grayzoneproject.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=46a17cb09d9edad0ffe..   10

Reasons to Question the “Putin vs Davos” Narrative

click.mlsend.com/link/c/YT0xOTExNjk0Njg4NDY1NzIwMzMzJmM9YzZkOSZlPTIxND..  “Sudden Death of Corona Crisis” Versus

“Sudden War with Ukraine” r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001-ExanG8iuDstvxQKGkFk1P0EjZzSWl9EfODBh8tk_3Tvs3..   The Future Is Here:

Dystopian Movies Fit for a Dystopian World www.rutherford.org/publications_resources/john_whiteheads_commentary/t..   Globalists

Release Timeline for Health Tyranny corbettreport.substack.com/p/globalists-release-timeline-for-health
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More thoughts come to mind. It appears Russia will win either way. They can depopulate Ukraine by destroying it. It will be

unlivable for many years without housing, utilities and food. The Russian settlers can move in while refugees are outside the

country. China has already offered to help rebuild Ukraine after the Tghting ends. They are not altruistic. This is their way of

gaining control of assets and markets. Opportunists slowly gaining territory to consolidate all of Asia and then moving into

Europe to establish the NWO. The goal is to consolidate nations into larger blocks. First, Asia, Russia/Europe, North America.

There is also identity confusion as refugees ^ee with nothing but the clothes on their backs.

Many will not have passports. Bank accounts can be conTscated if there are no records. It would be a perfect excuse to

introduce an identity card containing all personal records.  Living a smaller life off the beaten track may make you less

noticeable and regulated--at least initially. The challenge will be to hold ownership of the land. It will provide you with at least a

few freedoms and resources. In my part of the country, I can see that life on a small acreage cut off from cities would still be

highly preferable to life in the cities, although both would be a severe hardship during times of chaos.

It is harder to starve out rural people who have access to wild foods, water and networks of family and neighbors. Early

Americans were sheltered by rural friends and family when cities fell. Small farms were numerous and distanced. It was

impossible for a foreign invader to control so many small and distant parcels of land and the self-su`cient settlers who lived on

them. Their in^uence was largely felt in large cities. Today, we have the reverse demographics with the greater part of the

population is dependent and living in cities.
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Blockades by truckers and farmers have begun in France and Spain as transport workers protest rising fuel and fertilizer prices.

The protests have also spread to Spain and Albania, strangesounds.org/2022/03/mass-protests-taxi-and-trucker-blockades-in-..

 A disruption to fertilizer shipments could signiTcantly affect US farmers at the height of the planting season. The work stoppage

may exacerbate existing supply chain bottlenecks in North America stemming from COVID.

The agricultural sector cannot afford more disruption as Western economic sanctions on Russia and Belarus, two major fertilizer

producers, have triggered higher prices globally and fears of shortages. Communist China, seeing the world food collapse

accelerating, has ordered the peasants to cut down the forests and start planting grain. As reported by The Epoch Times In

addition to the crazy printing of money, we now have a devastating supply chain collapse for food, natural gas, and fertilizers as

the US and NATO push Russia into a new war.

Price controls and authoritarian governments taking control of food, farms, and grocery retailers. They will use this designed

crisis to expand their authoritarian control over everyone, even as the very root of this problem starts with governments that are

too big and powerful in the Trst place. www.theepochtimes.com/chinese-peasants-ordered-to-turn-forests-into-gr..
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn't put it past the Azov battalion to do that.  Btw about 80% of Mariupol has evacuated, the civilians that chose to stay

behind and pick up a weapon are no longer civilians, but military targets.   "FACEBOOK ALLOWS PRAISE OF NEO-NAZI

UKRAINIAN BATTALION IF IT FIGHTS RUSSIAN INVASION The reversal raises questions about Facebook’s blacklist-based

content moderation, which critics say lacks nuance and context. FACEBOOK WILL TEMPORARILY allow its billions of users to

praise the Azov Battalion, a Ukrainian neo-Nazi military unit previously banned from being freely discussed under the company’s

Dangerous Individuals and Organizations policy. www.dw.com/en/the-azov-battalion-extremists-defending-mariupol/a-61151..
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carmoora
Joined On 10/10/2006 5:48:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting media comment I heard on the "Outsiders" current affairs' Australia. If the Ukrainian invasion by Russia does lead to World

War 3 - who is the real cause? A crazy Putin; weak USA, a Germany that started shutting its coal and nuclear powerplants to addict itself

to Russian coal and gas. Or was it most likely that teenager Greta Thunberg who has been bullying the Western World to have now gone

green, woke and WEAK!
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One teenage girl is able to ''bully'' the Western world? Wow! The cause of the war is far more complicated than anything you

suggest.
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Ukraine on Fire and also the Declaration of Msgr. Carlo Maria Viganò, Archbishop, Former Apostolic Nuncio to The

United States of America, on the Russia-Ukraine Crisis. Zelensky is part of the WEF and is ushering in the Great Reset in Ukraine.

All the money the US and others are sending Ukraine is just another theft by the globalists just like we saw with COVID 19. As

stated here, the war is needed to usher in the Great Reset and Biden and his handlers are doing everything they can to escalate

the war. Look for a false ^ag chemical attack or nuclear attack that will be blamed on Putin to bring us into WWIII. Don't believe

much of anything on the mainstream media. Many of the war scenes are not even in Ukraine. Pray everyone. Everyday.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wife of former Ukraine PM tried to abscond to Hungary and smuggle $20 million and a lot of gold out of the country. That

money should be used to help support the refugee effort.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond: Nope, he was not the former PM. ''A Ukrainian politician’s wife has been caught in Hungary by authorities with $28

million and €1.3 million in cash stashed in suitcases, according to Ukrainian media outlets.  The husband of the woman is former

Ukrainian Member of Parliament Igor Kotvitsky. The 52-year-old politician was once one of the wealthiest MPs of the country. ''

Still a pretty criminal thing to do.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carmoora...Putin is NOT crazy; he's had a plan for the Ukraine region for a LONG time and is Tnally executing it. Recall how he

told the LGB lobby to leave their ideas back home and not contaminate Russian youngsters in Sochi during the Olympics. He

recently emphasized at his Trump-style rally in Moscow how "pure Russia" needs to repudiate Western liberal contamination. He

said "self-cleansing" was happening in Ukraine with most residents ^eeing...
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider the great reset is 2-3 years away,,...., www.youtube.com/watch
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RichardLavigne
Joined On 2/23/2022 3:51:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Next country where the dirty Americans will invade is Venezuela. The USA have already steal their gold, Citgo, , oil plant and a lot of

sanctions.The USA will not control the world, it is the end. It is time for a revolution. After more than 5000 hours, reading each the other

side of the medal on Russia, I have a big regret. I should have spend some money to visit and enjoy the grat country. Dr Mercola, you

should show the december 2013, and Frebuary videos of Biden at the Maidan revolution Tnancepar the USA AID, the US industrials.

After that the war since 2014 in the Donbass, the neo *** killing more than 15,000 RUSSOPHONE UKRAINIANS. In feb. 2022, 386

Deputies had a vote, at the Douma, to send the army in the Donbass and stop the genocide. This is the Trst reason why th Russian army

was send in Ukraine. EXCUSE MY FRENCH, RICHARD Lavigne, 4 diplomas from 4 different universities, Russia lost 26.6 millions of

soldiers and citizens to win the Great Wat, permitting to the Allies to cross la Manche in 1944. r
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soldiers and citizens to win the Great Wat, permitting to the Allies to cross la Manche in 1944. r
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The corrupt leadership of the US and Venezuela, and of Russia and the Ukraine, are puppeted by one and the same. Don't be

deceived to buy the same idolatrous phony in different guise. Not even good disguise, but obvious & foretold, exposed for any

who care to know & who are not predisposed against & turned willfully away from truth to self-excluding, self-justifying

bitterness, lies & sin.
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you turned off all propaganda, I mean msm, you would not have a clue there are any serious issues any different from other times. Try

it

💖💖
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm fairly sure if you buy groceries or gasoline or any of a hundred other things, you would likely notice that things ARE different.

You just wouldn't know why. Ignorance is not always bliss. Sure, the media can be an organ of malice, sewing unnecessary fear

and division, but unplugging does not innoculate a person from the world around him.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really? Just like an ostrich sticking head in sand? Its more like elite and corporate entities who supported WWII went

underground, only to resurface several years later and eventually their push for absolute control has infected every area of our

existence. And few were paying attention, Over and over, it was being done in the open, right under our collective noses; not

many voices objected!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Having a vision of an ostrich with it's head in the sand, but maybe the ostrich is the wise one.
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Clipped from a recent Jon Rappaport - Nomorefakenews article (Gui posted a link below, March 18, 2022) ending with:  - - - - -

-"Understanding this history is understanding the elites’ political and economic system (absurdly) called Socialism. It has never

has been “bottom-up.” It has always been “top-down.”  The legions of young dedicated Marxists running around in the streets,

under a variety of banners, railing against monopoly crony capitalists, have actually been forwarding these monopolists’ primary

goals. “Bought and paid for” has new meaning.  Sure, let’s have a new Cold War with Russia. Then elite US corporations and

Tnanciers can supply Russia with updated weapons under the table."
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Brodie, I guess that depends upon whether you wish to face evil to its face as a man created in the image of God & before God &

man; or whether you want to be shot in the er...posterior acting as the beast that coming Beast wants you to demote yourself to,

justifying their sin & merchandising of others.  No armor of God for the back.  Just tail feathers.
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Dr.Lara27
Joined On 8/8/2021 9:25:33 AM
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It seems they’re doing the same thing to Putin that they did to Trump! Putin is attempting to drain the Ukrainian swamp, because he

knows that’s the technocrats dirty playground!
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DrLara, ...the Technocrats are operating on BOTH sides. You need to explore that.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best scamdemic money could buy. consider........PTzer Offers Millions in Bribes To Buy the Silence of Outspoken Doctors Dr. Paul

Alexander: " PTzer offered me $1 million, $50,000 month wage to stop writing and hammering them and Bourla. I said NO"

lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/pTzer-offers-millions-in-bribes?s=w  --
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Thanks Leahoz for the link. Good to expose the criminals
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Leahoz, Pete and everyone - Did you also see this article from Feb 27, 2022? "The US Embassy in Ukraine Has Just Been Caught

Attempting To Scrub Evidence of Bioweapons Laboratories Operated by the US Government on Ukrainian Soil. A Full List of the

Biolabs." -  - lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-us-embassy-in-ukraine-has-just?s=r
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Thanks rrealrose. Why they need so many bioweapon labs all over the world, as they have signed treaty the research is

forbidden.
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Please let me know when Lutein and xanotan will be back in stock. I am not any longer interested in the future. I am living for the

present. After 60 years of painting with no interest in managing a way to make sales, I am now eager to make my work popular, in

Ecuador and elsewhere. I need Lutein for the eyes and the other part for the brain. Thank you.
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ANYONE who doesn’t CANCEL their FB AND instagram accounts IMMEDIATELY should absolutely hang their head in shame. My

grandfather came from Odessa. He was a RUSSIAN JEW. I guess that qualiTes me for hate speech. Well guess what? I will wear it as a

BADGE of HONOR.
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''We cannot continue to accept the idea of “justiTable hatred”  If that is what you really believe, it's time some of the nasty comments

preaching violence were removed from this site. One or two posters in particular are guilty of hate speech - you know who you are. I

know people are angry, but violence is never the answer.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Our EXCEPTIONAL Nation, which I love, was born out of violence. We sent a letter, a very nice letter, called The Declaration of

Independence to King George Trst, but that didn't work:

www.mountvernon.org/education/primary-sources-2/article/the-declaratio..  It is a nice letter.         The communist nations of

today started their communism by rounding up those they disarmed by the tens of millions and exterminating them in genocides

by their own governments. Perhaps those tens of millions of people would have lived and their descendants would be here today

in nations that aren't communist, IF they objected with violence against being killed by their own governments.

In some cultures, genocide is considered impolite and is properly met with violence. Violence is not necessarily about hate.

Violence can be about survival against genocide. If so, then it is the answer. The case for nonviolence is often made with

Mahatma Gandhi and Marin Luther King. But, in world history, those are among rare exceptions often prorogated as what works.

Don't count on it! Entire nations and entire civilizations that were nonviolent regarding their own survival no longer exist because

the violent won and the world became a more dangerous place because good people didn't Tght with effectiveness against

genocides.

Today, the communist nations of the world, having proven their penchant for genocides of tens of millions of their own people,

have nuclear weapons. Has nonviolence by roughly one hundred Tfty million people in recent times being not violent enough for

their own survival really made the world safer? Not Tghting for ones own life, the lives of family and one's own people out of love

is unnatural and leaves the aggressor to prevail to harm more people. Is nonviolence theory that the aggressor will feel bad about

genocide and change? Do I hate? RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Gui, there never will be another world war. No reason for that. US and NATO won't dare to risk all of Europe into another wave of

destruction. Because Russia always wins. And it will win again. Russia has all the rights to protect its sovereignty against

Ukrainian aggression, against NATO/USA aggression. And it will do that furiously. If Hitler miserably failed, Napoleon miserably

failed, and many before too. And don't forget the fact how US was helping Hitler before WWII and during WWII. Ford, Kodak and

many other American. companies kept working for Hitler during the war. Washington had all the interests in pushing Hitler to

start a war against USSR. US has failed and it will fail again. Washington should stop this ugly spread of hatred to Russia.

because all that will deTnitely backTre big time, in different ways.
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Ronald, the posters I referred to are not ''Tghting for their lives''. They are keyboard warriors, sitting at their computer and posting

messages full of hate and violence. I have no objection to people Tghting back and defending themselves when attacked.
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When nothing else works and all things fail, violence is needed to combat evil. It is the only thing evil respects and is afraid of.

 Total respect to the trucker protests, however, look what love, peace and bouncy houses got them.
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Ronald, the only reason God blessed what the Jesuits manipulated via their masonic craft arm& coverted powers, was the

biblical literacy& faith of the 'little ones',& the mighty God who hindered their 'victory' via the faithfulness of such rewarded &

blessed.  What the mighty intended to be a beachhead of their empire w/o scriptural hindrance& order, became a true war for

independence, rooted in the rightful rejection of tyranny violating the Godgiven& un-lienable rights of men created in God's image

w/ body, soul& spirit. No man, or devil for that matter, or system of men& devils, has the right to put a lien against,or to

merchandise& violate the spiritual heart & conscientious free will of man: forcing conformity& creating only more lost, or

compromised& carnal, spiritual hypocrites at best.

No man or devil has the right to violate or kill the soulish life of any person created in the image of God. And no man, devil or

system of such has the right to violate the bodily integrity of persons created in the image of God: & thus men have the right to

defend themselves against those things, or the theft of sustenance to those things. Because of the scriptures, the faithfulness of

the few not foreseen by the duplicitous men of craft,& the blessing of God....the American war for independence which the Jesuit

& coverted powers of craft would have seen& steered to devolve into blameworthy lawlessness w/ need of self-fulTlling&

self-justifying crafted tyrannical intervention as the French, instead remained lawful& a hindrance to tyranny: albeit imperfectly

as all the institutions of men,& not due to the efforts, craft& works of men alone or arbitrarily: but by the grace of God.

That goes away when faithfulness to God& the scriptures does, w/ all that remains judgment. Even consequential judgment by

the false rods, rules of authority & idols which men set in their place. Those e un-lienable, not inalienable, rights belong to

everyman to the death& judgment of God.
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Men have rejected whole truth& light,& put up w/ corruption& hypocrisies for many years. But God foretold it all,& faithfully warned

those who would heed& not forsake the truth, nor join themselves to fornicating unions& false corporatism,& those who would repent to

come out of her. Men will receive their false hope due to turning from whole truth,& because God does not negate their free will

conscientious choice, nor remove the hope of repentance& restoration until the Judgment following death. Romans 1& 2 Thessalonians

2 reveal both the privilege& responsibility of men w/ regard to truth& God, even w/o the scriptures (which men have corrupted w/

impunity, tho God's promised preserved word still exists& is not impossible to Tnd by those truly seeking truth even when its truth

cutting both ways& unshaded light shines on them& their own Tlthy rags& lack of righteousness apart from Christ who is God, the

dwelling of all the fulness of God bodily [Colossians 2:8-9; Hebrews]& having fulTlled all the Old Testament types AND the Law, proving

it by his resurrection& power to not only lay his life down, but to take it up again:& all in harmony w/ the word & within the Godhead.) Ro

3 those w/ That evident 3fold cord of 3 strands not easily broken, no judgment on less than the word of 2 or 3 witnesses, the accuser

being the 1st to cast a stone sealing his word w/ either truth to life or the bloody lie to eternal death.

Their Accuser 'rock' is not as our Rock, even our enemies being the judges: not even BlackROCK whose covert layers& depths of craft

hide corporatist bloody MYSTERY, marked by her scarlet& purple,her unrepentant& heaped up obscene wealth& imperious whoredoms

pretending to piety,sanctity& sinless perfection: divinity: reproving the world of her own shared& perfected sins in blasphemous

caricature of the Holy Spirit& of that old father of lies& all the children of pride. That true stone cut out w/o hands will one day smash

that counterfeit. First the fake.
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The 10 commandments, the Law, points men to Grace which does not negate the Law& truth, but fulTlls& completes it. Romans 1-8

KJB. Colossians & Galatians. Both a claimed 'remnant' of 'good' people (but there are none righteous no not one, their lie of sinless

perfection proving them to hold the the truth in unrighteousness& themselves to be w/o excuse before God who is the way, the truth&

the life...holy, holy, holy...& that Holy Spirit of Truth convicting the consciences of all men to sin as they conscientiously judge others

constantly of what they do not want done to themselves, proving conscientious knowing& their holding the truth in unrighteousness:

applying it hypocritically) of those who say they are Jews but are not (Revelation 2&3).

Both claiming the Law, ritual craft& sinless perfectionism by law &/or gnosis, MYSTERY, of works, w/o grace (Galatians & Colossians),

w/o the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures (1 Corinthians 15) & w/o submitting to truth to receive the salvation

of God's provision& only su`cient working: refusing the hope of Abraham & of Noah who found grace w/ God by evidenced faith. These

2 self-deceived groups& 'remnants' (but not as biblically deTned, or at least, not on Christ's side, but rather that of antichrist, the spirit&

god of this world):  These will unite under a counterfeit fulTlling the aspirations of the 1st self-corrupted& self-willed who became

something he was not created to be of Ezekiel 28, Genesis 3&11, Isaiah 14, Daniel& Revelation) which tshare due to rejecting the whole

truth in Christ.

That 1st self-corrupted, self-willed in whom iniquity was found is the father of lies& father over all the children of pride, those who

follow that spirit& remain under his yoke to the end: refusing the strait gate,'the door out' which is Christ, due to willful rejection of truth,

pride& love of sin. Men will ultimately follow& share in the inheritance of one or the other: Christ or antichrist.
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Truth exposes catholicity for what it's united in: & it is not truth. There is a subtle counterfeit coming, a real remnant now in which there

is neither Jew nor Gentile, but Christ all & in all. Colossians 2&3 & Galatians 2&3 KJB. In that time coming there will be a remnant also:

of 144,000 sealed Jews and a multitude of Gentiles belatedly coming to their senses when the invisible bursts into the visible, & the

evidence of faith will ramp up accordingly: multitudes martyred by the false & counterfeit system & 'savior/christ' the world will receive:

even a false trinity of beast, false shepherd & winged dragon in the end; the consort harlot now riding that beast not put down til near

the end & by the very rod/wand/power&authority she tried to 'ride', joining herself to it in fornicating union.

A fake 'remnant' faction within her. You don't want to be found in union w/ that corporatism, that body, in any way. She also

masquerades as being Jewish, saying they are Jews but are not, having replaced the Jews& stealing the promises distinctly given to

them, as Revelation 3 relating to the church at Philadelphia& what it typiTes; as well as there being false Jews who refused& still refuse

the hope of Abraham& Noah who found grace believing God, anchoring their faith in him & his will & testaments,& prophetic promises

according to that word.

The fake 'remnants' will unite. TypiTed by those referenced in Revelation 2 w/ regard to Smyrna: false craft Jews w/Law yet rejecting

the grace which came by the Lord Jesus Christ& his Gospel. Today men are saved by the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to

the scriptures, freely receiving or rejecting, manifesting their faith, the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen:

anchored to the Rock which is not as their rock,even our enemies being the judges. He IS the way, the truth& the life. What doesn't line

up with him& his words which shall never perish or pass away: isn't whole truth. Prove all things.
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If you go to the scriptures of that person, the living Word, the preserved one that all the proud love to hate, despise,revise& slander.....&

truly receive that person of God, holy, holy, holy: being born again of the pure seed of the pure word by the Spirit, repentantly receiving of

your own free conscientious choice, preserved of God in mercy to that end, the grace of God: you will already have the victory, the

exchanged citizenship of pilgrim Christianity within you. Hebrews 11-13 KJB. 1&2 Peter, & Jude KJB.

1 Thessalonians 4-5; 2 Thessalonians 2; 1 Corinthians 15 & 2 Corinthians 5 KJB.  And you won't be left in false idolatrous& vain hope,

blinded& easily taken into bondage, confusion& deception by the masters of craft, merchandisers...to the receiving of the false

counterfeit coming. All as are such cease to be of any use to the salvation of souls out of this perishing: corrupt salt& shuttered light: Tt

for nothing but to be trodden under foot of men as Jesus said. Rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic when they could be manning&

loading the lifeboats, making certain knowledge of more than su`cient numbers of lifeboats in the scriptural analogy, little arks (tho of

a truth there is only one,& su`cient,& that is Christ all & in all,Col 2:8-9&3) is known to whosoever will receive it in truth.

Not that it's easy, but Jesus said in this world we'd suffer tribulations,& that as they treated him (as dangerous truth& light exposing the

sin of those refusing to come to the light demanding repentance: Law meeting Grace), so would the false treat us, his followers by the

Gospel, the new birth& power of God's will& power,&not men's: taking up the cross to follow him before any man,& free indeed w/ the

sure& blessed hope overcoming& transcending death in Christ& his resurrection. We've entered into rest, we are sealed& have that

earnest of his will& testament: but there remaineth yet that Tnal rest when faith becomes sight, the corruptible made incorruptible
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That dragon & serpent, basilisk, ends in the Lake of Fire w/his fake trinity beast&false prophet in the end, after a brief loosing to deceive

the presuming & lost of the world of the millennial reign & just before the dead are judged, this heavens & earth are dissolved & the new

heavens and earth be come. Don't be deceived to corrupt yourself with & following that Trst corrupt loser. Ezekiel 28; Genesis 3; Isaiah

14; Revelation 12-20 KJB  It's no victory nor 'survival' to be Lord over the dead & defeated in its Tnal throes, its last hurrah, joined to sin

& death.
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Not all. It is written what men will centralize, unite & do.....but it is also written that a remnant will resist & remain separate from it to the

utmost right up to the end. He who letteth will remain until taken out & then a new remnant of those shocked to their senses will remain

(if God doesn't give them utterly over to their delusions, desires & lies: 2 Thess 2 KJB) & will resist with those sealed Jews through that

most terrible time of history cut short else no ^esh would survive it. Many will lose their heads over refusing what is coming, & enter

into heaven even as those 144,000 Jews in that time when men's hearts will fail them for fear of what is coming on the earth, when the

evidence of faith is higher:commensurate w/ the invisible bursting into the visible, the spiritual warfare fought visibly& in the open.  Be

certain not to be turned from one lie to another called an 'awakening' or 'enlightenment' for those are the most subtle....& effective...

idolatrous craft seductions of all.

That fake coming in Jesus name w/o the proving word& demanding men to follow them blindly, claiming illegitimate authority& wielding

corruptions of the scriptures, is the most subtle lie of all. Their big 'new' thing is not new, just Babylon& the same apostasy for which

Israel& Judah were judged. Don't wait to see it thru the lens of the preserved word to the new birth & seal of the Spirit, yielding to their

lies & constructs & cunning & clever devices, their psych-craft& false 'awakening' even as Lucifer's self-corruption when he became that

thing other than what he was created to be, iniquity being found in him, because it is of the same spirit:& that spirit is NOT the Holy

Spirit, nor Faithful & True, nor He who cometh in the name of the Father& one w/ the Father & the Spirit: the way, the truth & the life.

 Holy,holy,holy. Don't buy ANY of their lies coming from ANY direction, or their false synthesis, their fornicating union 'ecumenical' folly

that will end at Megiddo
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All will go according to their great reset plan unless the plan is for a 'salvation' by another wicked centralized idolatrous set-up of men,

generally the best (from the unanchored truth-bending world perspective) & most subtle of them come in God's name, that of the Lord

Jesus Christ w/ his identity subtly twisted, turned & perverted to the use of ungodly men), tho those turned from truth to fables &

superstitions of idolatrous philosophy, tradition, & 'science falsely so-called' are even more easily taken & robbed, led further aTeld of

truth & sanity by the spirits which inhabit their vain imaginations & devices, by their constructs and gods of forces, their 'your higher

power however you conceive it' worshipping their own vain imaginations which is idolatry.

- The key is guarding & protecting distributed & limited powers, & zealously guarding individual liberties, those rights truly un-lien-able,

no lien can be placed legitimately against them by ANY power or claimed authority, merchandiser: spiritual free will, soulish

self-defense of the body which holds it, and bodily integrity ...those properties no violator & merchandiser has right to seize whether

one believes in the God & truth giving those rights or not, & which they know conscientiously as they judge those sinning against

themselves in those areas: having conscience & holding the truth in unrighteousness, being without excuse.

God himself will not violate those things, allowing people to choose to the loss of their own souls, but allowing also for repentance &

restoration, & providing the way back in & of himself, not making the Tnal judgment until that Day & the end of this life & trial in which

we manifest by choice what we really believe & our ultimate Trst love, what our faith is anchored to & vested in, after death at the

Judgment by the only one who sees not just the visible, but hearts & intents in truth, & not by pretense & craft: by virtue of who & what

he is.
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The evil will come seductively, as always, until they have su`cient power & following to throw off their cloak. In Revelation 9-18 we're

given a view of the end of all their lies, & all those trusting, believing & following them in whatever identity they cloak themselves in,

coming as angels of light, as ministers of truth while wolves in sheep's clothing & liars, or as 'aliens' to those deceived of the science

falsely so-called philosophy, religion and its accruing 'traditions'. Even if they call it 'Christian', most subtly, as Jesus told us they would.

The word plainly warned of Laodicea and MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE

EARTH who rides that thing of the world & those builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone, who make & follow lies, corrupting &

rejecting the word of God, denying even evident truth & conscience which testify to the existence of God who is the way, the truth and

the life; the Faithful & True; holy, holy, holy so that all are without excuse.

Satan seeks to enslave & hold men in bondage by tempting them to nurse bitterness, to seize power and embrace self-corruption as

Lucifer become Satan.  That old cherub & those fallen angelic beings & unclean spirits following him can easily masquerade as angels

of light, of 'wise', and 'more highly advanced aliens' etc. The true & uncorrupted word of God, the preserved word which those who

desire truth can still Tnd even in the forest of pretenders erected to confuse & to take men captive, drawing them to serve the builders

who've rejected the chief cornerstone. Those turned from truth who remain so to the end, cannot be saved, & will be given over to lies,

their desire.
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The only thing that counters Leviathan is decentralizing power& diligently guarding individual liberty. The minute you fall for the subtle

&tempting lies of the need for a centralized organ to 'help' you along, give you a 'leg up', joining w/o discernment or clear free speech

discussion of distinctions& limitations to power, the right to free will, soul-defense,& bodily integrity:God-given rights which even God,

the Creator, Savior,& Judge/King who gave it will NOT violate in those areas it does not violate real, visible, physical persons or property

(any 'God', force or power that claims a 'loophole' or excuse for doing so is NOT of the God of truth who is the way,the truth,the life:but is

of that other, the father of lies& pride seeking to seduce& draw men to himself to use for his counterfeit,even as Absalom did his father

concerning the hearts of the people,& to their confusion, tyranny& hurt),til the Day.

It was no random fact that he was the son of an imperious,unconverted woman from a Babylonian-Egyptian modeled nation following

idols backed by devils,& further mentored by her father exploiting& magnifying the errors& failings of David,as Satan,to the exclusion of

his strengths&repentance. The proud evade repentance w/ a false faith in a lesser god (idolatry)set up in place of the holy,holy,holy w/

pious-sounding words& works self-interpreted as 'good'.

'Self' the key as Lucifer, become Satan,the 1st self-corrupted of his own will, becomes the father of all those following him. It's for that

reason a soul requires the new birth, the circumcision w/o hands, adoption into the family of God, the a`anced& promised bride, freely

consenting,submitting,waiting the one who is the way, the truth& the life. Placing trust in any layered hierarchy of men (devils backing),

even if it calls itself a 'foundation', 'charitable institution', or a 'church/denomination/ministry' creates a foothold for tyranny& the lying,

covetous spirit behind it to more easily seize power
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Much truth here, but don't forget that old MYSTERY and how she destroyed & corrupted the scriptures which came Trst. Men lost sight

of the bigger war. If that had been fought & resisted, w/ the antichrist & scholastic Babylonish-Romish 'public' school model, in the 1st

place, rather than received in the guise of evolving gnosis & idolatrous humanism, the antichrist gospel of the builders who've rejected

the chief cornerstone,& upon whom that stone cut out w/o hands will 1 day fall, smashing them& their counterfeit christ, their idolatrous

hope....w/ their divined revisions of what was evidently perfected & powerful to the salvation of souls, the freeing of men IN SPITE of

the false for 400 years (a not insigniTcant number considering the years of silence between the last Old Testament prophet bringing the

word of God & John the Baptist, &alongside the warning of Romans 9-11).

It's playing out now even as it did w/ those false whited sepulchres of Jesus' day who added to & subtracted from the scriptures,

whether they did so as Pharisees, Sadduccees, or Herodians w/ their assorted & united leavens against the pure & true light exposing

them which they refused (the rest of John 3), not recognizing their own & the scriptures' Author & fulTllment when he came. Just so,

those false& following the false today are set to receive the counterfeit fake who comes 1st, & whose marking distinctives, doctrines &

method of operation are strategically being erased from the new 'approved' text of MYSTERY, & all they in alliance & concordat w/ her

spiritually & politically; erased to be replaced w/ the craft antichrist fake.

Go read in Matthew 6 of the Mess-Age 'bible' the occult spell to their '33'& their 'Phoenix/hope', they make of prayer as the Lord taught

it. Set to receive that seductive& lying beast,false prophet & dragon who will wield that coming rod & judgment of God: receiving of his

inheritance rather than that of Christ they refused w/truth. Terrible amazement.
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I’m extremely disturbed at the way in which your characterization of the dictator Putins war is deTned as the “Ukraine-Russia “ con^ict.

How dare you minimize this war criminals (Putin) illegal murder of innocent people as something different than what this actually is.

Your article cynically exposes your personal twisted political agenda in lieu of facts. This is straight up bullshit propaganda.
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There are many con^icting views in regards to the “Ukraine-Russia” con^ict. Do you actually know what the facts are?
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The propaganda is oozing out of your TeeVee set, just like it did for Covid. Are you going to fall for it again???
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@brianallen:- Some people prefer not to believe the truth even when it has been published, unless it's on fake MSM news
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@mzw1637  Watch from minute 21:10 of this video:  darkoutpost.com/conspiracies/dark-outpost-live-01-31-2022-mcdonalds-st..  

Human Meat Found in McDonald’s Meat Factory   stateofthenation2012.com
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@Almond People need to know that McDonald's are being closed in a lot of places because it has been discovered that their

hamburgers are made from human meat!! The people who are abused by pedophiles and then killed, are later consumed as meat!!

Sadly not everyone knows about that
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You win post of the day, hahaha!
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People need to know that Putin, together with the Chinese leader, whose name I can't remember, are working with Trump to clean the

swamp of the evil deep state/cabal who are who are trying to create the New World Order, Trump, Putin and the Chinese leader have all

rescued a lot of children who were being abused by pedophiles and were also tortured before extracting the children's blood, which they

consume so that they can always look young. Tortured children's blood produces a hormone, which is in the blood and if the blood is

consumed, the consumer looks younger. There are a lot of people in Hollywood who consume such blood. All of this is what Putin,

Trump and China want to stop, but mainstream media don't publish such information, because they are also part of the evil plan to

create the New World Order and who are censoring people who tell the truth, like Dr. Mercola, etc.
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At the bottom of the page where you deserve to be. Where is the proof for these absurd claims? What utter nonsense!
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Uh, seedsaver, it is true. Don't underestimate the evil that people are capable of. My neighbor was telling me about it. I think she

heard about it in "The Fall of the Cabal." And yes, I even heard that Opr@h indulges in the practice.
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@brightlight4 Seriously you really believe this crap!! It’s really no wonder Dr Mercola has lost followers!! Dr Mercola do you even

look at some of the absurd comments? Oh sure, seriously McDonalds deriving up human meat!! Putin a good guy!!
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MZW1637 We live in an inverse world. Nearly everything past and present has been a lie. Good old Adolph even said "The bigger

the lie, the easier it is to believe". Believe it.
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Lee1959, ''I heard this'' and ''I heard that' are just gossip. Don't listen to it, it's nonsense. Sad that this health site has descended to

allowing rubbish like this to remain.
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